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HELP THE SPECIAL CHILD
TO EXPERIENCE SUCCESS

The arrival of a new baby into a family calls for many adjustments. If the

specialist at the University of Minnesota.

Handicapped c ldren are similar to newborn babies in their dependence on

to overprotect the but to be ready to give support when the need arises.

extension family

others and their v lnerability. Pitzer advises parents of special children not

child is handicappe , the adjustments multiply, according to Ronald Pitzer,I

r

Physically, m tally, emotionally and socially handicapped children require

more understanding and help from their parents and other adults. Sometimes this

help must begin wit the parents' recognition of the problem, Pitzer says. Once

parents have elimi ated their guilt feelings and false assumptions about the

child's condition, constructive work with the child can begin.

"Like all chi ren, the exceptional child needs to experience success," he

says. "This gives a feeling of accomplishment and helps him or her to function

more independently." He lists some activities that parents may want to use to

help their special children experience success:

* Encourage t e child to explore the environment within limits.

and 4-H programs for the handicapped.

opportunities for the child to interact with others. These* Provide gro

* Take the ch ld on trips to such places as a farm, zoo or library. These

can include scouti

experiences may st ulate learning and new interests.

-more-
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add l--help the sp cial child

* Help the ch take responsibility and thus increase his or her

feelings of self w A hook or clothes rack that allows the child to hang

up a coat or robe be a place to begin.

climb, jump rope, run and swing. These build

as hand limitations, have him or her help in getting dressed

This makes success instantaneous and encourages

xt time.

al parent groups supporting various disabilities provide

ional support to parents of special children. They also

f ideas among parents with similar concerns.

-dmn-

* If a child

only in the

participation the

Pitzer

information

allow the exchange

* Plan opport

coordination.

* Expose chil ren to books and reading early to stimulate their interest

in them.
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Woodland Days. Woodland field days are scheduled at three Minnesota locations

this fall. The event for this area is set for at------ ---.,------,----
(date) (location)

starting at 10 a.m.

Dates and locations:

--Sept. 10, Jim Sullivan Plantation, Grand Rapids. Meet at Gunn Park, four

miles north of Grand Rapids on Highway 38.

--Sept. 24, Trout valley Demonstration Woodland, near Weaver, Winona and

Wabasha counties.

--Oct. 27, Howard Tyrell Farm, Todd County, Section 12, Ward Township.

Topics to be covered include timber stand improvement, thinning methods,

wildlife habitat, forestry incentive programs, harvesting utilization programs,

erosion control and hardwood and conifer management. Bring your own picnic lunch

and beverages.

* * * *
Bushels for People. "A unique joining of Minnesota's agricultural strength

and her concern for mentally retarded persons" is how Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey

describes a new fund raising project. The project, called "Bushels for People,"

benefits local Associations for Retarded Citizens and the Minnesota ARC. Farmers

may contribute procee~s from a bushel or more of any crop by writing a check or

authorizing elevators Ito deduct the donation. Over 200 Minnesota grain elevators

are participating in the project. More information is available from participating

elevators or the Minnesota ARC, 3225 Lyndale Ave. South, Minneapolis 55408.
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LARGE GRAIN STORAGE
LOSSES CAN BE CUT

Some elevator operators and farmers storing large amounts of grain have

serious grain quality losses. Others--even those in high risk areas--do not.

The reason, say grain storage experts, is simple: some people use

available information and procedures; others don't.

Sampling and testing programs will enable early detection of quality

problems before it's severe enough to cause serious quality problems, according

to C.M. Christensen and H.H. Kaufmann. Christensen is Regent's professor of

plant pathology at the University of Minnesota and Kaufmann is director of the

grain research laboratory at Cargill, Inc.

"Anyone in charge of stored grain should always suspect that somewhere in

the grain mass, conditions are not as good as they appear to be. Wariness, not

complacency, is the watchword," they say.

A rise in grain temperature is almost a sure signal of trouble, so monitoring

the temperature is extremely important. "Usefulness of grain monitoring equipment

is unquestioned," the scientists say. However, they cite the story of an elevator

superintendent in we$t Texas who suffered an almost total loss of more than a

million bushels of corn.

"The man said 'he didn't believe in temperature detection systems.' This is

equivalent to an airline pilot not believing in fuel gauges, altimeter or a landing
I

approach guide," Christensen and Kaufmann say.

"But with most ~ther aids to good grain storage, the mere installation of a

temperature monitori~g system does not in itself prevent spoilage. It must be

functioning properly and the warning it gives must be heeded."

-more-
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A sampling and itesting program can head off potential spoilage problems.

Presence of storage fungi can be detected by commercial testing laboratories.

Information on sampling and testing is available from either Christensen

or Richard Meronuck, extension plant pathologist, University of Minnesota, St.

Paul 55108. (Tel. 612 -373-0725) .

More detailed information on grain storage is available in a newly revised

publication authored by Christensen and Kaufmann. It's called "Good Grain

Storage" and is available from Minnesota county extension offices or the Bulletin

Room, University of Minnesota, St. Paul 55108.

The publication has sections on storage and field fungi, conditions that

make for damage in stored grain (moisture content, temperature, aeration,

spout1ines) sampling and testing, grain preservatives and mycotoxins.

1/ 1/ 1/ 1/
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Serious insect problems with spring wheat stored in western Minnesota have

been reported by University of Minnesota Extension Entomologist Phil Harein.
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PREVENT INSECT PROBLEMS IN STORED GRAIN

Immediate release

Although infested grain can be treated, it's most economical to prevent the

problem. Harein encourages farmers to thoroughly clean bins and equipment that

will be used in the corn harvest.

"Some spring wheat is not being purchased by commercial companies due to

heavy insect contamination," Harein says. He expects the problem is compounded

since some farmers are storing wheat for the first time.

To prevent infestations of stored-grain insects, thoroughly clean combines,

trucks, wagon beds, elevators and bins. Spray the surfaces of the equipment that

will be in contact with the grain about two weeks before harvest.

Details on insecticides and various control procedures are available in the

publication "Insects in Stored Grain," available from Minnesota county extension

offices or the Bulletin Room, University of Minnesota, St. Paul 55108. Ask for

Entomology Fact Sheet No.9.

Insect problems can be reduced by treating grain as it's moved into storage.

Once insects are a problem in stored grain, it may be possible to move the grain

to reduce high temperatures caused by insect activity. Or, fumigation may be required.

Fumigation will also be discussed at a two-day conference scheduled for the

Sheraton Motor Inn N.IW. in Minneapolis Sept. 13-14. For more information on the
I

conference contact the Office of Special Programs, University of Minnesota, St.

Paul 55108. Tel. (~12) 373-0725.

"Try to do a gooid job of controlling insects," Harein emphasizes. "We've
I

seen examples where g!rain buyers will not look for repeat business in areas where

they've experienced irsect problems before."
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STRONG DEMAND FOR POULTRY PRODUCTS

Immediate release

Demand for poultry products is good due to strong consumer incomes and a

slightly lower supply of red meats, according to University of Minnesota extension

economist Earl Fuller.

"Prices will be above break-even levels for both eggs and turkeys for the

next 12 months," says Fuller. "Increased profit potentials will trigger larger

flock placements and cause increased marketings by late 1978."

Egg prices will rise from 65 to 68 cents New York cartoned basis by the end

of 1977. After Easter, 1978, the seasonal decline will cut prices to the mid-50's.

Seasonal recovery to 59 cents should occur in late summer, 1978.

Turkey prices should be four to six cents above year ago levels. Prices may

drop below 50 cents for the first half of 1978 if stocks build up as expected by

the end of 1977.

More detailed information on poultry plus the general agricultural outlook

is available in the publication "Agricultural Outlook, 1977-78," available from

Minnesota county extension offices or the Bulletin Room, University of Minnesota,

St. Paul 55108.

The agricultural outlook will also be discussed by University economists at

a series of county me~tings throughout the state in September and October.

II II II II
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BEEF FARMING STILL
A LOSING PROPOSITION

Immediate Release

Minnesota beef farmers are still losing money in 1977, according to a report

by University of Minnesota extension economists Paul Hasbargen and Ken Egertson.

Cattle feeders lost money on almost all cattle sold in 1977, leaving only

eight months of positive returns during the past 44 months. Cow-calf operations

are losing money for the fourth straight year, and "will probably fail to cover

all feed and cash costs again for the coming year unless low value feeds are

used in the ration."

Cattle feeding prospects continue to look "bleak" for the next six to nine

months. However, cattlemen should be able to market their corn at a higher net

price through a calf feeding program, opposed to selling their corn or getting

a government loan for a net of about $1.65 per bushel after paying drying costs.

Cattle prices were below industry expectations in 1977, partially due to a

drop in consumer demand for beef. "This is probably a combination of many

factors, including high inflation rates for non-food items, continued unemploy-

ment rates and lower income gains for below average income workers, an 'apparent'

drop in beef advertis~ng and promotion, and changing consumer attitudes toward

choice beef cuts."

The economists do not encourage farmers to expand cow herds in the year

ahead--un1ess low cost forage is in plentiful supply. "But if expansion fits

your farm, you may want to keep extra heifer calves again this fall. Then

evaluate prospects fot keeping them in the herd next spring or summer."

-more-



add l--beef farming

"Have a realistic discussion with your banker before you invest more in the

beef enterprise," the economists advise.

When should feeder cattle be purchased? "The normal season low is in

December for both calves and yearlings. If fat cattle prices taper off into

October and then strengthen, we expect the low in feeder prices to appear earlier

than usual this year on both classes of feeders.

"Our research shows that those who buy top priced choice cattle usually do

not fare as well as those buying lower priced feeders. Right now, calves appear

to be better buys than yearlings.

"Heifer calves have been 'best buys' the past few years, but this may not be

the case this fall if choice steer prices are increasing during the third quarter

of 1978." Heifer calves will probably be priced closer to steers this fall if

more people start holding back heifer calves for herd stabilization and/or

expansion.

Regarding sale of feeders, the economists say that fall calf prices may

become quite attractive. "Construct some budgets to help reach sell or hold

decisions this fall, providing you have excess forage available.

"We expect winter feeder prices to be over October prices. However, heavier

feeders will bring lower prices per hundredweight than calves due to the relatively

low feedlot costs this winter."

II II II II
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AMPLE MILK SUPPLIES
TO CONTINUE

Immediate Release

Milk prices to dairy farmers will average slightly above 1977 and be "near"

support levels for 1978, say University of Minnesota extension economists Ken

Thomas and Martin Christiansen.

"The happenings of the past 12 months--continued supply increases, sluggish

demand and higher support prices--have set the tone for at least the next couple

of years," they say. Production will likely continue to outstrip demand, forcing

substantial government purchases. As a result, manufacturing milk prices will

continue to "hover" near support levels.

"The dairy industry is again faced with a surplus problem. It's no comfort

to dairymen to realize that world dairy markets are also glutted, with no im-

provement in sight.

"Many dairymen have raised questions about the operation of the price support

program since the price received for their milk has been below the support level,"

Thomas and Christiansen say. The price support goal of $8.79 for 3.5 percent

test milk is a market average. "This means the price received by individual

dairymen will deviate some from the average price.

"The Minnesota-Wisconsin price has been consistently below the price support

goal since April. Sluggish wholesale cheese prices have generally been cited as

the reason for failur~ of the Minnesota-Wisconsin price to move up rapidly to

the support goal.

"However, gradual improvement has been made as the government has attempted

to make cheese eligib~e for price support purchase as block, barrel and process

cheese. This improve$ent should continue in the next few months."

-more-
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add 1--dairy prices

With abundant milk supplies and little chance of much price improvement, farmers

must pay close attention to the amount produced and production costs. "Pay careful

attention to feeding programs since feed is the major cost in dairying," Thomas

advises. "Changes in feed prices mean you should make some money by using 1east

cost rations."

In the longer-term picture for dairying, "we see little chance of milk prices

increasing compared to the price of inputs in the next five years. So any plans

to expand the operation should be budgeted out carefully. Getting better before

you get bigger is good advice under current conditions."

More detailed information is available in the publication "Agricultural Out

look--1977-78," soon to be available at Minnesota county extension offices. Copies

also are available from the Bulletin Room, University of Minnesota, St. Paul 55108.

The agricultural outlook will also be discussed by University extension econo

mists at a series of county meetings throughout the state this fall.
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MINNESOTA FARM INCOME
TO BE UP

Immediate Release

Despite low prices, Minnesota farm income in 1977-78 will be up over last year

due to bumper crops.

"The record crop now being harvested is almost a miracle in light of extremely

low subsoil moisture levels last fall," says University of Minnesota agricultural

economists Martin Christiansen and Paul Hasbargen.

The Minnesota crop harvest is expected to be one-fourth larger than the previous

1972 record and 50 percent higher than the drought-affected 1976 crop. This is due

to unusually early spring rains plus timely summer rains combined with good planting

and growing conditions. "Only Illinois and Iowa have larger total crops than

Minnesota this year," the economists said.

The Minnesota crop value will be greater than last year despite the sharp drop

in crop prices. Net income of most farmers in last year's drought areas will be

improved while those who were blessed with good crop yields in both years will ex-

perience a reduction in crop income in the coming marketing year due to lower prices.

"Net returns to dairy and beef producers should improve in the year ahead despite

higher costs because of higher milk and beef prices. Sheep and poultry producers

can also look for higher net returns to those enterprises."

Net returns to hog producers will drop only slightly in the coming 12 months.

Market hog prices may average $1.50 lower, giving a lower total return per bushel

of corn fed on corn-hog farms than during the last year.

On the national level, gross returns from crops will probably decline signifi-

cantly for all U.S. farmers. Increased livestock returns will partially offset

-more-



add l--minnesota farm income

this. Farm costs, except fertilizer and pesticides, will be up again. Net U.S.

farm income is expected to drop below the estimated $19.5 billion for 1976-77 despite

increased government payments.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture recently revised total net income estimates

to $20 billion in 1976, $24.3 in 1975 and $26.1 in 1974.

"The two good worldwide crop years of 1976 and 1977 have lessened fears of world

food shortages but have brought back large carryover grain stocks and depressed U.S.

farm prices and income. In other words, the bountiful harvest brought with it the

bad news of sharply lower prices," Christiansen and Hasbargen say.

# # # #
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CORN PRICES TO AVERAGE BELOW 1976-77

Iwnediate release

Minneapolis corn prices are expected to average around $2 per bushel from

November through July, or 35 to 40 cents per bushel below last year. This means

a country price average around $1.80 for most of the corn area of Minnesota.

"It's difficult to be optimistic about prices returning to their 1974-76

levels," says University of Minnesota Extension Economist Will Anthony and co-

worker Fred Benson. They offer these pricing management tips:

--Plan a marketing strategy early in the year. For most corn growers this year,

it may involve storing corn at harvest under government loan. But develop your

marketing strategy based on pricing alternatives, price movements and storage costs.

Be familiar with the government feedgrain program.

--Season average price forecasts have served as useful points for watching

market developments. When market prices are above season average, it's time to

think about selling.

--Carefully manage drying and storage operations. Over-drying consumes excess

fuel and causes costly shrink loss. Spoilage in the bin is costly and may force

sales when you don't want to sell.

--Livestock feeding may be a good market alternative for people with facilities.

Cash grain farmers need to be aware of livestock and poultry industry economics as

a signal regarding the amount of feedgrains being used.

--Foreign crop and market developments could influence U.S. feedgrain prices by

early spring, 1978, as southern hemisphere crops are harvested and weather begins

to influence spring-planted crops.

-more-



add 1--corn prices

--The weather will continue to influence both production and markets. Despite

the good 1977 moisture for Minnesota, weather problems could substantially bolster

grain prices next year.

Shifting to oats, Anthony expects the 1977-78 price to average 85 to 95 cents

per bushel in most oat-growing areas. "Many farmers increased their oats acreage

this year based on attractive oat prices early last spring," he says.

Oat prices are generally geared to the overall feedgrain market. In

Minnesota, country oats prices per bushel have averaged 53 percent of the corn

price during the past 10 years. In years of high oats supplies, price has averaged

46 percent of the corn price.

Barley prices have averaged 90 percent of the corn price over the past 10 years.

For 1977-78, this means about a $1.65 bushel average in the barley growing areas of

the state.

# # # #
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HOG FARMERS WILL SHOW
GOOD PROFITS IN '78

Immediate Release

Hog producers should continue to get good profits from their hog operations

through most of 1978 despite marketing about eight percent more hogs than last

year.

Production costs should be lower in 1978 than in 1977, primarily due to lower

corn prices. Hog prices are expected to range in the mid to high $30's through

most of the first half of 1978, then drop to the low $30's by late 1978.

The short term outlook is for hog prices to decline to the high $30's by mid-

fourth quarter, 1977.

Offsetting expected increases in pork supplies in 1978 will be increased

demand due to higher incomes and lower beef supplies, say University of Minnesota

economists Ken Egertson, Paul Hasbargen and Duty Greene. Per capita pork con-

sumption will be about 61 pounds in 1977 and 65 pounds in 1978. This compares

to 58 pounds in 1976 and 55 pounds in 1975.

If hog farrowings expand substantially in spring, 1978 prices could move to

the low $30's by the fourth quarter of 1978 when spring farrowed hogs will be

marketed. "This could make hog raising unprofitable and set the stage for another

cut-back in numbers in 1979," says Egertson.

More detailed information is available in the publication "Agricultural

Outlook--1977-78," soon to be available at Minnesota county extension offices.

Copies also are available from the Bulletin Room, University of Minnesota,

St. Paul 55108.

The agricultural outlook will also be discussed by University extension

economists at a series of county meetings throughout the state this fall.

# # # #
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DISAPPOINTING WHEAT
PRICES TO CONTINUE

Immediate Release

Low wheat market prices of $2.50 to $2.75 per bushel (Minneapolis basis) are

anticipated for the 1976-77 marketing year.

"It's hard to be optimistic about wheat prices due to the large amount of stocks

on hand," says Will Anthony, extension economist at the University of Minnesota.

"Any wheat price forecast is a very tentative projection due to unpredictable forces

affecting world crop and economic developments. However, the season average price

is apt to be substantially under last year's avera~e."

For most wheat growers, say Anthony and co-worker Dick Hawkins, the best alter-

native may be to put the crop in storage under government loan. "Present prices

offer little incentive to put the crop on the market," Anthony says.

The economists offer these additional pricing management tips:

--Carefully monitor wheat in farm bins. If neglected grain goes out of condition,

it may force a sale that you didn't want.

--Know your pricing alternatives in cash, contracts and futures markets. There

may be opportunities to price wheat favorably to take out of storage at a later date.

--Know your storage costs, details of the government program (if you're on the

loan program), and the quality of wheat in storage.

--Plan a marketing strategy to help you balance your price risk and help trigger

sales decisions if prices rise.

# # # #
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FEEDER LAMB PRICES
TO BE STRONG

Immediate Release

Feeder lamb prices should strengthen over the fall months and average in the

low $50's at the South St. Paul market.

"Fed lamb prices should continue strong in the first half of 1978," say University

of Minnesota extension economists Ken Egertson and Dick Hawkins.

"It's too early to tell, but favorable returns from the sheep industry in recent

years should begin to make sheep more attractive than they've been. Some leveling

off of the decline in sheep numbers may be expected in the future."

Number of sheep on farms and ranches at the end of 1977 is expected to be about

the same as a year earlier, 12.7 million head. "Some people believe this is the first

evidence of a reversal of the long-term trend," Egertson and Hawkins say.

Wool prices are expected to remain strong and be above last year's levels

throughout much of the 1977-78 marketing year. Profits to native ewe flocks should be

as good in 1978 as a year earlier. For the average herd flock owner, the breakeven

level on a lOS-pound lamb would be around $44 per hundred.

More detailed information is available in the publication "Agricultural Outlook--

1977-78," available from Minnesota county extension offices and the Bulletin Room,

University of Minnesota, St. Paul 55108.

The agricultural outlook will also be discussed by University economists at a

series of county meetings throughout the state this fall.

/I If If If
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SOYBEAN PRICES TO
AVERAGE $5.50 to $6

Immediate Release

Minneapolis soybean prices are expected to average from $5.50 to $6 a bushel

from October through June.

"Soybean prices during the past year were very volatile due to tight supplies,"

says Will Anthony, extension economist at the University of Minnesota.

Use the season average price forecast as a marketing tool, Anthony advises

farmers. Think of selling when prices are above the average and holding when prices

are lower.

Calculate your storage costs and compare them with your projected seasonal price

expectations, advise Anthony and co-worker Fred Benson. Things to watch during the

marketing year include:

--Size of the 1977 soybean crop. This will have a major impact on price due to

low carryover stocks.

--Exports. Half the crop is usually exported, so watch the weekly rate of

exports and export commitments as an indicator of foreign demand.

--Domestic livestock consumption of soybean meal. This can be gauged by watching

livestock feeding programs.

--Crushing margins. The strength of soybean oil and meal markets is reflected

in the crushing margin.

"It looks like the seasonal price pattern will be lower at harvest, followed by

strength through winter and into spring. We think a substantial amount of new crop

soybeans were contracted for harvest in spring, 1977," they say.

It It If II
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4-H ENTOMOLOGY
PROJECT OFFERS
INSECT INSIGHT

Immediate release

4-H NEWS

Young people who take part in the 4-H entomology projects and activities

have a variety of opportunities to learn-by-doing about the insect world,

says of the County Extension Office.-------- --------
Harmful insects, such as cabbage worms, and helpful ones, such as

honeybees, can be found in the garden, backyard, home or practically anywhere.

One Minnesota 4-H'er who is active in the entomology project has controlled

cabbage worms and most of the apple and other garden insects on his family's

trees. He is Steve Duff, 15, 6567 190th St. Farmington.

For two years young Duff set a moth trap for the Green Giant Co., counting

the pests each night and reporting the number the next day. Last year he

started beekeeping with one hive, caught three swarms and kept all four through

the summer. Duff took off nearly 200 pounds of honey and has learned a lot about

beekeeping in a short time.

Under the supervision of the Cooperative Extension Service, 4-H members

nine through 19 can collect and identify insects or rear live insects in captivity.

For more information, contact _________a.t the County--------
Extension Office. Plan to enroll or re-enroll in 4-H now,

-daz-
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Immediate Release

HEATING WITH WOOD?
REMEMBER SAFETY FIRST

(first in a series
of five articles)

So you've deci ed to join the heating-with-wood crowd. You're in good

company. Many peop1 are rediscovering the value of wood as a heating fuel, but,

unfortunately, some rushing headlong into danger, says Paul Stegmeir, former

extension specialist the University of Minnesota.

The main prob1 s, Stegmeir says, are in selection of inappropriately

designed and constru wood burning devices, improper installation and improper

use and maintenance stoves, fireplaces and various types of wood.

If you expect buy a wood stove, remember that good ones are not cheap.

Stegmeir says you 1d plan to pay from $300 to $500 and up to get a good one.

Heavy steel plate or ast iron are the best materials. The weight of the unit is

an indication of its ua1ity and effectiveness.

Sometimes you c n find a quality older unit. Stegmeir advises checking it

over carefully to be ure it is still in good shape. Be leery of units with cracks

or faults or with con ro1s, doors or drafts that do not work properly. If in doubt

about a stove's condi ion, ask an expert's opinion or don't use the stove.

Once you've se1 cted a wood stove, a safe chimney is the next concern. If

you're using an old c imney previously used for wood or coal, check it out for

Look for loose mortar joints and cracks. Old chimneys

leaves, squirrels' nests and other debris, so clean them

Stegmeir sugges s that if you cannot see the entire chimney, check it for

have a way of collect

before starting a fir •

smoke and heat worthi

leaks by building a s 11, smokey fire. Put a cover over the top of the chimney

and look for areas wh re smoke escapes.

-more-
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ses homeowners to inspect chimney and connector pipes frequently

te buildup. If you burn improperly seasoned wood, plan to clean

st monthly. Otherwise, a yearly chimney cleaning probably is

stove owners install their units one day and begin cutting wood

green wood compounds the problems of soot and creosote deposits

e chances of dangerous chimney fires. When wood burns slowly,

combine with moisture to form creosote. Firewood should be

to dry for at least nine to twelve months before it is ready

Too many wo

the next.

and can increase

it produces acids

cut, split and st

to burn.

Stegmeir ad

for soot and

your chimney at 1

sufficient.

"Don't that when you are heating with an irregularly burning fuel like

wood, you are intr ducing a fire hazard into your home," Stegmeir warns. "One or

more smoke detecto s installed in your home could provide an early warning of any

malfunctions. are the best insurance of safety that you can have."
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Immediate release

LARGE MEAT SUPPLIES EXPECTED
AT STEADY OR HIGHER PRICES

Consumers ca expect plentiful supplies of meat over the next six months,

but the reduced p ices that sometimes accompany such a situation won't be evident,

according to Kenn th Egertson, extension economist in marketing at the University

of Minnesota.

He predicts hat livestock producers will expand livestock feeding in

response to large, cheap supplies of feed. This will increase supplies of higher

quality beef, but lower grade beef such as that used in processed meats and

hamburger will be in shorter supply and thus more expensive.

Egertson say that pork supplies probably will increase by about three percent.

A similar or slig t1y larger increase in supplies is expected for broilers and

turkeys as well.

Despite good eef supplies, Egertson foresees moderate price increases

because of increas d demand and higher processing and retailing costs. He

thinks retail pric s for fed beef (choice) will rise gradually in the next six

months, averaging our to six percent higher than mid-1977 levels. Hamburger

prices probably wi 1 rise about 10 percent during the same period.

Pork prices i the remaining months of 1977 may drop slightly from current

levels because of ncreased numbers of animals brought to market. Prices in

early 1978 could crease before dropping off in the spring as seasonal supplies

increase again.

Broilers and urkeys are in good supply, but increased demand may push prices

for both five ght percent higher. By the holiday season this winter, Egertson

predicts that mers will be paying more for turkey than they now are.

- dmn -
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HARVESTING
CORN STOVER

Immediate release

Corn stover can make good silage if the stalks have 60 to 70 percent

moisture.

To make stover silage, corn harvesting should be done when the grain has

a moisture content of 22 to 30 percent. Harvesting stalklage for silage should

follow grain combining as soon as possible to minimize drying of stalks.

But if you're stacking corn stover, it should contain less than 35 percent

moisture, says Neal Martin, extension agronomist at the University of Minnesota.

"Large round bales are also used to package corn stalks, but for tight packages

I'd prefer less than 30 percent moisture," Martin says.

Corn stover can also be grazed, although it conflicts with fall plowing.

Iowa research showed that mature, pregnant beef cows in good condition performed

well grazing corn stalks for 30 to 40 days when l~ to two acres were used per cow.

After 40 days, cows can lose weight unless you provide a supplement.

Both husklage and sta1k1age are used to describe corn stover. Husk1age

includes husks, cobs and grain that is collected from the back of the combine.

Stalkage includes stalks, leaves, husks, cobs and some grain, but the amount

depends on the method of harvest. Sta1kage is low in crude protein (3.5 to 5.5

percent), low in digestible protein (2.2 percent) and low in digestible energy

(46 percent). Husk1age analyzes about the same in crude protein, but has more

digestible energy (60 percent) due to more grain. Energy content of husklage

varies depending on amount of grain collected.
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TAKE QUESTIONS TO
MINNEAPOLIS NATIONAL
COLLEGE FAIR

Immediate release

High school students looking for help in planning their futures may find

it at the Minneapolis National College Fair, where people will answer your

questions on college planning and admission.

The fair will be held at the Minneapolis Auditorium and Convention Hall

Monday, Sept. 26, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., and Tuesday,

Sept. 27, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Admission is free to the event, which is

expected to attract 16,000 persons.

The National College Fair offers many services to acquaint the prospective

student of any age with how to find the college or university which best fits

his or her needs. Representatives from about 175 colleges, universities, and

career schools from around the country will be on hand to discuss programs and

facilities.

In addition to booths staffed by college representatives, group information

sessions on financial aid will be held. Your questions on financial aid can be

answered after each presentation or at information tables outside the financial

aid room.

For more information, call (612) 925-2400.

/I /I /I /I
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Immediate release

SUMMER WORK PROGRAM
CAN INFLUENCE CAREER CHOICE

Can a summer work program influence the choice of a career? Yes, it can--

as a University of Minnesota study of a Youth Conservation Corps camp revealed.

More than 60 percent of the participants in the yearly Minnesota Bald Eagle

Y.C.C. Camp said the program had influenced their choice of career. Thirty-eight

percent said the program had strengthened interest in the career they had

previously selected.

About 100 young people in the 15-18 age group participate each summer in

the program, working for the U.S. Forest Service on the Chippewa National Forest.

In addition, they participate in learning sessions exploring the needs of wildlife,

basic compass traversing, and soil conservation.

The study by Sally L. Palm, research assistant, and Paul Ellefson, associate

professor, College of Forestry, found that 39 percent of the participants were

interested in careers in natural resources management. Of these, 24 percent

favored forestry, 21 percent preferred wildlife, 14 percent selected outdoor

recreation, 2~ percent favored fisheries, and 38 percent were interested in a

related biological field.

Nearly 43 percent of those surveyed regarded working with and learning about

a natural resources management agency as the "most significant" of their

experiences. Eighty-seven percent felt the work projects they were on were

worthwhile because they had a definite purpose rather than being "make work"

projects.

II II II II
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PREHARVEST DESICCANT
APPROVED FOR
NONOILSEED SUNFLOWERS

Immediate release

Leafex-3, manufactured by the Occidental Chemical Company, has received

state label approval for use as a preharvest desiccant on nonoilseed sunflowers,

according to Roy L. Thompson, extension agronomist at the University of Minnesota.

The chemical contains three pounds of sodium chlorate per gallon and acts

as a contact plant desiccant. It is applied at one and one-half to two gallons

(four and one~half to six pounds active ingredient) of the product with enough

water to give thorough coverage. For air application, use seven to 10 gallons

of total solution per acre.

Application must be made after the sunflower seeds are physiologically mature.

Yield reduction or lower quality seed may result if the application is too early.

The back of the head is yellow and the bracts around the head brown when the

sunflower is in the proper stage for desiccant application.

Under favorable weather conditions the chemical will dry the leaves, stem

and back of the head allowing a somewhat earlier harvest than would be possible

without its use, Harvest normally will be about seven to 10 days following

application,

Paraquat has been available for similar use on oilseed sunflowers for

several years,

# # # #
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PREVENT LOSSES FROM
STORED GRAIN INSECTS

Immediate release

Losses from stored grain insects in the coming year could be the worst

in recent history.

Phil Harein, extension entomologist at the University of Minnesota, says

the large volume of Minnesota corn going into storage could be very susceptible

to damage. A thorough cleaning and spraying of combines, trucks, wagon beds,

elevators and bins is the best prevention. Harein advises spraying the

surfaces of all equipment that will be in contact with the grain. Spraying

should be done about two weeks before harvest.

At least two Minnesota-based firms, International Mu1tifoods Corp. and Bay

State Milling, are refusing to buy spring wheat from a western Minnesota area

due to excessive insect populations.

The companies reportedly say that in the future they will not be in the

market for grain from the infested area.

Detailed information on spray insecticides and control of stored grain

insects is available in a publication available at county extension offices.

Ask for Entomology Fact Sheet 9 entitled "Insects in Stored Grain."

-jms-
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AUTO PROGRAM
CONDUCTED BY
MINNESOTA 4-H

(/J~C~
-,~ ~?<7')

4-H NEWS ~ 0' -
Immediate release

Young Minnesotans can learn their responsibilities as drivers, how using

the family car will affect their parents' insurance rates and what makes autos

run in the 4-H Wheels program.

Their instructors are community volunteers, including businessmen, safety

officials and mechanics. Classrooms may include garages, auto dealerships,

tire centers, police stations or other places.

Wheels is the pre-driver education course in the national 4-H automotive

program conducted by the Cooperative Extension Service with recognition

provided by Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

As many as 12 Wheels sessions give young people 14 through 16 years old

intensive instruction in all aspects of driving except actual behind-the-wheel

training.

Project leader training sessions will be at selected locations this fall

and winter.

Automotive program members can earn national scholarships as well as

county and state recognition. For more information, contact, at the

County Extension Office. Plan to enroll or re-enroll in 4-H now .
._-------
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ATT: Extension Home Economists

Immediate release

(Second in a series of five articles)

safety rules.

AMERICANS RENEW ROMANCE
WITH WOOD STOVES, FIREPLACES

In the face f costly heating fuels, many people are rediscovering wood.

Unfortunately, sa s Robert Aherin, extension safety program specialist at the

University of Min esota, some of these wood burning enthusiasts ignore basic

I
Many chimney in older homes have been plugged, and any fireplace or chimney

that has not been used recently should be inspected for walls that are too thin,

no flue linings 0 improper clearances from combustible material in walls and

ceilings.

Compared to a wood burning stove or furnace, a fireplace is not an economical

way of heating a ouse, Aherin says. While a fireplace is in use it provides

some heat to the ouse but the draft created by the fire also drains heat from

the house. On a old night, such loss could be gr~ater than any heat gained

from the fireplace blaze. In an emergency when the primary heating system is

not working, howev r, the heat from a fireplace can be important.

At the of each season, Aherin recommends inspecting a fireplace

and chimney before beginning to use it again. He suggests checking to be sure

that:

* the chimney is clean;

* the damper s working properly;

* the chimney fireplace and hearth have sound mortar;

* neither rem de1ing of walls nor moving of fixtures has created a

fire hazard;

* the firep1a e has a tight-fitting screen to prevent sparks and hot

coals from popping out.

- more -
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add l--americans enew romance with wood

To build a f replace fire, Aherin recommends leaving a shallow bed of

ashes to provide heat-reflecting surface. Then place a small amount of

crumpled paper in the fireplace and cover it with dry kindling or a few

small dry sticks. Be certain the damper is open and then ignite the paper.

Once a draft has been created in the chimney, add larger pieces of wood

to the fire. Add ng small amounts of wood regularly will produce more even

burning and a con inuously hot fire, Aherin says. Never use gasoline, charcoal

lighter fluid or ther flammable liquids to start or rekindle a wood fire.

If If II If
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ATT: Extension~~~s
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SVRVE'i FINDS
LAUNDRY HABITS CHANGING

Some six mon hs after phosphate detergents disappeared from most Minnesota

supermarket shelv s, laundry habits appear to be changing.

Wanda Olson, extension household equipment specialist at the University of

Minnesota, isn't ure that the changes are in response to the pho~phate ban,

but a recent surv y that she conducted of 200 metropolitan area households shows

that Minnesotans re approaching home laundry differently.

About 30 per of those surveyed said they have changed detergent products

and increasing numbers are using liquids. Liquid detergent

is the choice of 5 percent of those surveyed, but only 10 percent claimed to use

within the past y

liquid detergent year ago, Mrs. Olson says.

Among survey espondents who use laundromat facilities, about half use

liquid detergents. Most said they had switched for convenience or because they

were dissatisfied ith their powdered products. Mrs. Olson thinks that some of

this dissatisfacti n could be due to new nonphosphate formulations although few

of those surveyed lamed the phosphate ban for laundry problems or for their

switch to liquid d tergent.

The use of laundry aids as bleach, presoak, solvent pretreatment and

fabric softener al 0 is on the increase, Mrs. Olson discovered. About 60 percent

of households are oaking or pretreating their laundry and 70 percent are using

either liquid or dyer-added fabric softeners. An even higher percentage--

about three-fourth of those surveyed--said they use bleach.

- more -



add l--survey finds

Laundry is a s~ared task, according to the survey. In 40 percent of the

households of more han one person, the task was shared. Nearly half of those

assisting were repo ted to be males and slightly more than half were females.

In three percent of the homes surveyed, a person under 18-years of age was

primarily responsib e for laundry duties. Mrs. Olson says in each of these

instances the mothe in the family worked or was out of the home for at least

30 hours a week.

In light of enlrgy shortages, Mrs. Olson said she was disturbed to find

that half those pol ed use warm water for rinsing when doing hot or warm water

wash loads. Mrs. 0 son says research shows that cold water rinsing is as ....

effective as rinsin~ in warm or hot water and it saves the gas or electricity

used to heat the water. Heated water is more effective than cold for washing.

Mrs. Olson recommends hot water for wash loads containing heavily soiled clothes

or whites.

She also asked where people obtained information about laundry methods and

found that nearly 8C percent learned to do laundry from relatives. When people

encountered problems with their laundry, they reported turning to friends and

relatives most ofte~ for advice.

Minnesotans see~ to be satisfied with their laundry results. Nearly 85 percent

rated their laundry ~ood or excellent. Of those who reported problems, most did

laundry containing s~ained or greasy clothing or heavily soiled children's wear.

- dmn -
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--Provide salt and other minerals, especially phosphorus.

younger cows.

offers these winter management tips:

It II II It

Future calf crops from young beef cows can be increased by good winter

management. There m<:ly be a close relationship between how young beef cows

are fed this winter and the calf crop in both 1978 and 1979.

The 1978 calf crop may be decreased if young cows are underfed, mainly

Department of Information Immediate release
and Agricultural Journalism

Agricultural Extension Service
Univprsity of Minnesota
St. Paul, MN 55108
Tel. (612) '1n-0710
September 19, 1977

because the young calves may be small, weak and more susceptible to stress.

--Sort young cows from mature cows for wintering. Use crop residues and

Ray Arthaud, extension animal scientist at the University of Minnesota,

But the biggest loS~ will be in the next year's calf crop (1979) since young,

--Make sure young cows receive enough energy to be in moderate condition

YOUNGER BEEF COWS NEED
SPECIAL MANAGEMENT

undernourished pregnant cows will be slow to come into heat after calving.

other poorer feeds for the mature cows; save the best hay and other feeds for

four months of pregnancy, yearling pregnant heifers require about 10 to 12

pounds total digestible nutrients (TDN) and about 0.9 to 1.1 pounds of digestible

at calving and gain weight after calving until bred. During the last three or

protein per day. About 20 pounds of good quality alfalfa-brome hay will fulfill

this requirement, but 20 pounds of mature grass hay provides less than 10 pounds

pounds of grain per day will be needed if the latter ration is fed.

of TDN and about .7 to .75 pounds of digestible protein. From three to four
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FARMERS: CHECK
FIELDS FOR
CORN BORERS

Immediate release

Heavy populations of European corn borers could cause heavy losses in

some Minnesota corn fields. Farmers are urged to check fields ahd harvest

infested ones early.

"European corn borer infestations in some fields are extremely high."

says John Lofgren. extension entomologist at the University of Minnesota.

Fields with heavy populations should be harvested early. before ears drop

and stalks go down.

"This may mean running the dryer more." says Lofgren. "but it beats trying

to harvest corn ears that are on the ground. When strong winds hit infested

fields the ears drop off stalks in a hurry."

The borers feed in the stalks. in the area where the ear is attached to

the stalk plus the ear itself. Although infestations are generally worse in

late maturing fields. Lofgren says the borers are active in a wide variety of

southern Minnesota corn fields.

Farmers with a variety of different corn maturities may want to harvest

the later varieties first if they're more heavily infested. Lofgren says.

Field checks at the University's Lamberton Experiment Station showed 100

percent of the stalks were infested and an average of 15 corn borers per plant.

At the Waseca Experiment Station. 96 percent of the stalks were infested and

there was an average of four borers per plant.

II If if II
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MINNESOTA 4-H'ERS
OBSERVE NATIONAL
4-H WEEK

4-H NEWS

Immediate release

More than 74,000 Minnesota young people this week (Oct. 2-8) are observing

National 4-H Week as they explore the week's theme, "Freedom to Be."

In Minnesota, 74,193 young people, ages nine through 19, were enrolled in

2,648 4-H clubs or special interested groups in 1976. Several thousand

additional teenagers were served by 4-H through other means. Of the 4-H

enrollment in Minnesota, 46 percent live on farms, about 19 percent in cities

over 50,000 population and the rest in open country, small towns or cities.

Through the years 4-H has helped boys and girls grow into self-directed

productive and contributing members of society. It has done this through an

informal, learn by doing approach to education, in which young people choose

their own projects and set individual goals for achievement.

"Freedom to Be" is expressed by Minnesota 4-H'ers through their project

experiences. Says Daniel F. Gransee, 19, Sanborn: "I chose wood science

because I found in the school shop program that this is something I can do well.

Because I have dyslexia, most school subjects are very hard for me, but working

with my hands gave me a chance to excel at something."

Mark Waletzko, 19, North Branch, says his 4-H agricultural project "has

helped me try new things and I know it will be invaluable experience in whatever

I choose to do in the future."

For more information on 4-H, contact the County Extension-------
Office at---------

- daz -
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(Third in a series

MAINTENANCE ESSENTIAL
TO WOOD BURNING SAFETY

If ignited in a chimney, this creosote makes

I
Don't assume that your fireplace is ready for another season's use just

because fall has atrived. Robert Aherin, extension safety program specialist

at the University ~f Minnesota, says a thorough cleaning and inspection each

year is essential ~o safe operation of a fireplace or wood stove.

He explains t~at when wood burns slowly, it produces acids that combine

with moisture to f4rm creosote.

Creosote can be scraped from a chimney with a flat

chimney sweeps 1so reappearing to handle the job.
I

The best way tr suppress a creosote fire in a chimney is to limit its

supply, Aherin rays. Never run water into a hot chimney. The flue liner

or bricks may crack Instead, call the fire department and dump large amounts

air

an extremely hot f

metal blade on a 1 g handle or with stiff wire brushes. Professional

of coarse salt on t e fire in the fireplace or stove.

If the fire is in a chimney attached to a relatively air-tight stove,

close the stove's a r inlet dampers, Aherin suggests. If it is in a fireplace

chimney, you may ha e to wait for the fire to burn out, but you could try

holding a wet blank

chimney.

Cardboard,

to have near a wood

over the hearth opening to keep air from entering the

fabrics ignite more easily than wood and are hazardous

or fireplace. Hot ashes, coals or gases escaping

from a fireplace or stovepipe could set fire to nearby items, Aherin says.

"For safety's and maintain all heating equipment as recommended

by the manufacturer," Aherin adds. "Too much fuel causes overheating while

a smoldering fire p duces accumulations of creosote. Using flammable liquids

to start or rekindle a fire causes very dangerous flashovers, and defective

equipment can result in the escape of hot gases."

#/lil/l
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ATT: Extension

INVISIBLE KILLER
CLAIMS HUNDREDS YEARLY

You can't see, aste or smell it, but it could kill you as it does hundreds

erin says. People who ignore safety precautions when

ting season is a particularly dangerous time for carbonThe upcoming

the University of

monoxide poisoning,

operating cars, char oal grills or space heaters risk illness or death from

all fuels do, accord·ng to Robert Aherin, extension safety program specialist- at

every year. Carbon onoxide is produced when fuels burn incompletely, as nearly

carbon monoxide.

Lack of ventila ion in the car is a major cause of poisoning, Aherin says.

Exhaust can leak int the car and slowly overcome passengers. It also can kill

if a car, tractor or other internal combustion engine is operated in a closed

garage or shop.

Charcoal grills used for cooking or heating inside houses, campers or mobile

homes are also dange ous, Aherin says. Burning charcoal releases high levels of

carbon monoxide.

open at least an inch and turn off the heater at night.

range or oven for heating a room and never burn a charcoal

ng equipment inspected yearly to be sure it is operating

1y ventilated.

* Never use

The Consumer Pr duct Safety Commission offers safety tips to avoid carbon

* Have

* Vent all fue1- urning heaters to the outside. If you must use an unvented

efficiently and

grill or hibachi

heater, leave a

monoxide poisoning:

- more -



add l--invisible ki ler

* Be particula ly safety-conscious in a mobile home because the smaller

space and reduced v ntilation increase carbon monoxide hazards.

* Leave garage windows and doors open when operating a car engine or any

other internal comb stion engine inside. Avoid lengthy running of an engine

inside and be sure urnes in an attached garage are not vented into the house.

* Have your mu fler and tail pipes on your car checked regularly.

* Open your wi dows when a car is stopped for any length of time with

the motor running.

* Be alert for symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning. Mild cases produce

sleepiness, headach , dizziness, blurred vision, irritability and an inability

to concentrate. Se ere cases cause nausea, vomiting, shortness of breath,

convulsions, uncons iousness and death.

* The best fir t aid for suspected carbon monoxide poisoning victims is

lots of fresh air. Then get the person to a physician.

# # # #
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AS DAYS SHORTEN,
LIGHTING NEEDS INCREASE

With shorter d

spent indoors, a Ii

A thick layer

lamps reduce light

students involved with homework and more evenings

cleaning may literally lighten everyone's tasks.

summer dust and trapped insects in light fixtures and

50 percent, University of Minnesota specialists say.

To get the lig t you pay for, try this solution. Turn switch off and

disconnect lamp; re ove shade and bulb. Use a cloth dampened in a warm water-

ed, parchment and fiberglass lamp shades can be washed

ft brush or vacuum cleaner attachment on fabric and

rst. Then make suds with a cup of soap or detergent. Add

Plastic,

parchment shades.

into water. Use a

ammonia-detergent s lution to wipe dirt off metal and glass. Never put bulbs

safely. Dust

enough warm water fo wetness. Whip the mixture with an egg beater to make a

stiff, "dry" suds.

Dip a clean, wh te cloth or sponge into the suds and use this to wash the

shade on the outside and inside. Be careful not to get the glued binding wet.

cloth. Wipe dry with a dry cloth.

Be sure ds and light fixture parts are dry before turning lamps

Rinse with a clean,

back on or you risk electrical shock.

-dmn-
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IN BRIEF.

Immediate release

Root Graft. Dutch elm disease may be spread by root grafts between

neighboring trees, which is most common in dense elm stands and along

boulevards. For more information, get a copy of Minnesota Tree Line 4,

"Root Graft Spread of Dutch Elm Disease and its Control," from the

County Extension Office.--------
* * * *

Community Experiences. The casual organism of Dutch elm disease was

introduced into the United States from Europe in logs with the fungus and the

European bark beetle. Information on communities with and without disease

control programs in the United States is in Minnesota Tree Line 5, "Dutch Elm

Disease-Community Experiences." Get a free copy from the County

Extension Office.

* * * *

Disease Detection. Dutch elm disease was first reported in Minnesota in

1961 when four trees in St. Paul and seven in Monticello died of the disease.

Information on ground and aerial survey for the disease is in Minnesota Tree Line

6, "Dutch Elm Disease Detection," available from the County Extension-------
Office.

* * * *
Elm Sawlogs. Tree disease in Minnesota has led to the removal and harvest

of thousands of board feet of elm sawlogs, but much of this material has been

burned, buried or otherwise wasted. Part of the solution to this problem is a

basic understanding of sawmills and veneer mills requirements. For information

on elm logs use for railroad ties and grade lumber, get Minnesota Tree Line 11,

"Basic Specifications for Elm Sawlogs," from the County Extension Office.

* * * *
-more-



add l--in brief

Portable Bandmill. Potentially large and inexpensive sources of wood have

become available with rapidly spreading Dutch elm disease and oak wilt in Minnesota.

A new Agricultural Extension Service publication describes a new sawmill that could

be used to saw diseased oak and elm into lumber or ties. Get Minnesota Tree Line

10, "The Portable Bandmill for Sawing Diseased Elm and Oak," from the. _

County Extension Office.

* * * *
Drying Elm. A relatively inexpensive source of quality lumber is available

to the wood hobbyist who has a little perseverance. A new Agricultural Extension

Service publication discusses how this lumber source is made available, what it

can be used for and why and how it must be seasoned. Get a copy of Minnesota

Tree Line 9, "Drying Elm Lumber," from the County Extension Office.

* * * *
Farm Call-In. You can voice your opinions on current farm economic topics

to national news media representatives Oct. 5.

Top business, economic and consumer reporters from across the country

have been invited to participate on the panel. This includes representatives

for the networks, wire services, major metropolitan dailies and leading

magazines. Object of the call-in is to give the people who report the news the

chance to hear what's happening at the local level where food production begins.

Callers can voice their opinions by dialing the toll-free number (800-424-9881)

on Oct. 5th between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. The event is sponsored by the Agricultural

Council of America.

II IF IF IF
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MINIMIZE LOSSES FROM
BIG HAY PACKAGES

Immediate release

Good management can minimize storage losses with big hay packages.

Big hay package operators should consider these storage suggestions:

--Package the hay at a low moisture content. Large hay packages,

especially dense, large round bales, must be as low in moisture as conventional

hay bales in order to prevent mold spoilage.

--Do a good job of packaging the hay. Packages must be dense, evenly

packed and shaped to shed water.

--Leave space between packages at the storage site. "If packages touch

each other, moisture is trapped between them after a rain and spoilage increases,"

says Neal Martin, extension agronomist at the University of Minnesota.

--Select a well-drained site. This helps minimize deterioration at the

soil surface.

Martin says 17 percent of Minnesota beef producers use a large hay package

system and 30 percent store at least half of their hay outside.

Following these management tips will be especially helpful at minimizing

storage losses during spring feeding.

# # # #
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Immediate relea~e

REEXAMINE CASH
RENTAL RATES

WITH MAP

With grain prices expected to be lower in the coming year, tenants cannot

afford to pay as much for farmland next year. But land prices are higher now

than they were a year ago so landlords would like to get higher cash rents.

Minnesota Extension Economist Paul Hasbargen says this is the conflict that

he sees as rental rates for 1978 are being negotiated. Hasbargen says he

expects that some of the higher rates of last year will be lower in 1978.

However, other landlords who have been slow to increase their rates in recent

years will be asking and getting higher rates in 1978. He expects that most

cash rents for Minnesota farmland in 1978 probably will remain the same as the

1977 rates.

The ratio of cash rent to land values will be four to five percent in 1978--

slightly below the ratio in 1977 because land prices are higher in most localities

than they were a year ago when 1977 rental arrangements were made.

Because land prices are 10 to 20 percent higher than a year ago and competition

for land remains keen, tenants will have a difficult time getting landlords to

reduce cash rents below 1977 levels. So, they might look at alternatives.

As alternatives to cash rent, Hasbargen suggests crop share or a flexible

cash rent that is set equal to a specific number of bushels of corn or a certain

percent of the crop. This latter alternative would be preferable for persons

looking at longer term cash leases.

Cash rents in Minnesota vary from $10 an acre in the northeast to $100 an
acre in the south central area. Rent for $900 Red River Valley land is $40 to $45,
while $2,000 land in south central Minnesota rents for $80 to $90. The
County Extension Office has a contour map showing average cash rent prices in the
state and the publication, "Land Rental Arrangements In Minnesota."

-daz-
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Cash Rental Rates per Tillable Acre - 1977

- iso-cash-rent lines =rent on average value land
- top figure =rent on high value land
- bottom figure = rent on low value land
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(Fourth in a series of five

ATT: Extension Home Economists

Immediate release

BUYING OR CUTTING WOOD?
CONSIDER HEAT, EASE OF STARTING

If a wood stov~ or fireplace figures in your heating plan for this winter,

the time for buying or cutting wood is at hand. Lewis T. Hendricks, extension

forest products specialist at the University of Minnesota, says heat values are

not the only basis or wood selection. Ease of starting, fragrance and sparking

are also factors to consider.

Wood should be air dried after cutting for most efficient burning. Green

wood that is dried ~~der cover may be brought to the proper moisture content for

burning in six to nine months. Good air circulation, piling for maximum end-

grain exposure and s~litting larger pieces insures faster drying, Hendricks says.

Burning green ~ood is not recommended because it can cause heavy buildup of

creosote, a tar-like substance, in stove or fireplace flues. Creosote can ignite

in a chimney or stovepipe or it can ooze out onto walls.

Among the cotmnO~ woods that provide maximum heat are oak, maple, locusts,

hickory and beech. rhese woods are generally more difficult to ignite, but they

produce few sparks a~d burn down into coals for lingering heat.

Woods rated goo or excellent for starting ease include pine, cedar and

hemlock. These are ess dense woods and do not produce as much heat per cord

of wood. They also lenerate more sparks and fewer coals, Hendricks says.

If a fragrant fre is your goal, apple and cherry woods are best. Other

fragrant woods incluce maple, cedar, hemlock and pine.

Trees that are ~ictims of Dutch elm disease and oak wilt can be used for

fireplace wood, but Fendricks says the person using such wood must follow some

precautions to minimize the spread of the diseases.

-more-
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add l--buying or cu ting wood?

"It is best to and use infected material only from Sept. 15 to

April 1S t " Hendrick says. "Any dead elm or oak wood not used by April 15 should

have the bark remove and burned. Debarked elm and oak wood can then be safely

stored and used late in the fireplace."

Most wood d by the cord t which is a pile of wood eight feet long t

four feet wide ur feet high. Because of empty spaces between logSt a cord

is assumed to contai 90 cubic feet of solid wood although some local ordinances

may require more. "fireplace" cord or "rick" is a wood pile that includes one-

third the amount of olid wood in the standard cord. Common lengths of wood

marketed for firepla e use are 16 and 22 inches t but others can range from 12

to 36 inches t Hendri ks says.

il II 1/ II
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4-H TREE
FARM WEEK
OCT. 17-22

4-H NEWS

Immediate release

The importance of woodlands as a source of income, raw materials and

enjoyment for quality of living is a focus of the 4-H forestry project that

gets special attention Oct. 17-22 during National 4-H Tree Farm Week.

Tree farms, forest land used to grow and harvest repeated forest crops,

are increasing in importance since Americans will use about twice as much

paper by the year 2000.

"Forestry has been a continuing project for me and has involved my whole

family," says Steven J. Buckbee, 17, Route 1, Utica. He started in this

project because he likes trees and wanted a tree plantation. Because of the

knowledge and experience he has gained in forestry, he is chairman of his

county's forestry project, which involves evening and weekend weeding, planting

and watering.

Many other Minnesota 4-H'ers are involved in similar projects. Project

members acquire information and an understanding of good forestry practices and

skill in executing them. They learn practical skills in forest management and

utilization of forest projects. More information on the 4-H forestry program

and tree farm observance is available from the County Extension Office.-------
-daz-
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PROPERTY VALUATION
COURSE SCHEDULED

(Agents: A brochure is enc~osed)

New state laws relating to property assessment will be one of the topics

discussed at a property valuation short course scheduled for __~ ~ __
(location)

on _
(date)

Administrative and assessment problems unique to family farm partnerships,

farm corporations and other multi-owned farms will be another topic.

Any interested citizen is invited. The fee for attendance at the first

day of the event is $8.

Succeeding second and third day programs are scheduled for assessors and

deputy assessors.

More information is available from the County Extension------------------
Office. The meeting is open to everyone regardless of race, creed, color, age,

sex or origin.

CA

Dates & Locations:
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St. John's University, Collegeville, Oct. 25
Hibbing Community College, Oct. 26
Northland Community College, Thief River Falls, Oct. 27
Holiday Inn, Fergus Falls, Oct. 28
Willmar Community College, Nov. 7
Southwest State University, Marshall, Nov. 8
Holiday Inn South, Rochester, Nov. 9
Suburban Hennepin AVTI, Eden Prairie, Nov. 10
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Immediate release

Feeding Wheat. It may take up to a month longer to get cattle on full

feed if you're using wheat. "Wheat is more difficult to feed than conventional

feed grains," said Bill Dinusson, animal scientist at North Dakota State

University in a recent talk at the Minnesota Nutrition Conference. Intake

will be 10 to 20 percent less when wheat forms 30 percent or more of the ration,

but cattle will gain about the same as those on other grains. However, rations

with more than 50 percent wheat may reduce intake more and cause lowered

efficiency and gains.

Wheat is equal to or superior to corn in energy and protein. When the price

is competitive it's an excellent ingredient in cattle rations. Rolling or coarse

grinding is a good way to process wheat. Heat-treating or roasting has not shown

much promise, Dinusson said.

* * * *
Feeding Whey. There's lots of whey available for feeding in dairy rations

in Minnesota, but you need to be able to buy it competitively. "If corn is

2.20 a bushel and soybean meal $190 per ton you would need to buy dried whole

whey for less than $4.98 per hundred," said Dave Schingoethe, dairy scientist

at South Dakota State University in a recent talk at the Minnesota Nutrition

conference. Otherwise, it would be cheaper to continue feeding corn and soybean

meal. In recent years, whey prices have varied from $4 to $15 a hundred.

Protein content of dried whey is comparable to that found in barley, oats or

wheat. The energy content of dried whole whey is comparable to that of shelled

corn.

CA II II II II



registration forms either conference should contact the Office of Special

ATT:

Immediate release

II II II il

of Special Programs. Persons wishing more information or

COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS
HOSTS VISITORS' DAYS

tion
ournalism.
on Service
ota

The sessions a to everyone regardless of race, creed, color, age,

Program sponso the College of Home Economics, the Agricultural Extension

led by faculty memb Fee for the day is $5, which includes lunch.

Extension Home akers' Day on Campus will begin at 10 a.m. on Oct. 29

and for members of gricultural Extension Service Homemakers' Clubs on Oct. 28

and 29, respect~vel. Each session will include tours and workshops by faculty

The College of Home Economics on the University of Minnesota's St. Paul

High School Vi itors' Day will begin at 9:40 a.m. on Oct. 28 with

campus will host ferences for prospective students currently in high school

includes lunch.

complete the day. e workshops on consumer and family life topics will be

remarks by Dean Kei h N. McFarland of the College of Home Economics. Four

members.

Agricultural Extens on Service. A variety of 45-minute workshops and a tour

of college faciliti s are among the options that participants may select to

Service and the Off

with remarks by Eve yn Quesenberry, home economics program leader in the

Programs, 405 Coffe Hall, University of Minnesota, St. Paul 55108.

Department of Info
and Agricultural

Agricultural Extens
University of Minne
St. Paul, MN 55108
Tel. (612) 373-0710
October 3, 1977

workshops and tour ptions complete the day. Fee for the day is $2, which

sex or national or!
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ATT: Extension

YhSC

Home t:7t:.

GIVING CHILDREN
OUR TIME IS A
PRECIOUS GIFT

"I was always like a gas station attendant to my kids," one

I filled up their"I let them drive in.unhappy father reI ted.

empty tanks, made epairs, wiped their windshields and sent them off."

Sound familia? Ronald Pitzer, extension family life specialist

at the Univ~rsity f Minnesota, says that there are many "weekend fl

or "checkbook" par nts. Because of their own busy schedules, they

put off spending t me with their children.

Sometimes the reason that they will increase the time spent

with the children hen they reach an "interesting age." Often,

however, when the arent is ready, the child has no time.

Just listenin to,your children is a way to start giving them

your time, Pitzer ays. "A good rule to remember when dealing with

children is that w were made with two ears and one mouth. And so

were they. Young eople learn to listen faster and better if we

listen to them fir t."

Give children the opportunity to talk, Pitzer advises. This

means that they ne d some time to be alone with us. Children also

sense an air of co fidentiality. They want kept in confidence the

things that are to d in confidence.

"As parents, e must allow our children to make mistakes," he

says. "We can't f el guilt about everything a son or daughter does

that doesn't refle t well upon us, but that doesn't imply that we

shouldn't speak up."

-more-



Add l--giving chi dren our time

He tells par nts that they must be ready to tell children when

we think they are wrong. "Simply speak to them as you would want to

be spoken to," P tzer says. "But before speaking. be sure you know

what you're talki g about. Listen first to find out the other side of

the issue."

When childre make mistakes, they need parents to reassure them

and to help them nderstand why something didn't work out. aut

children also des rve recognition if their solutions to situations

turn out to be go d ones.

"It's a hard lesson for parents to learn, but we must be willing

to admit that our way may not be the only way." Pitzer says. "Before

we can see that a child's solution is as good as ours. we have to

begin by giving t e child our time.

child's reasoning"

{j {j {j /I
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ATT: Extension H~me Economists

CONFERENCE TO EXPLORE
FOOD ISSUES, COMMUNICATION

A conference devoted to communications problems surrounding

current food and onsumer issues will be held Oct. 26 at the Student

Center on the St. Paul Campus of the University of Minnesota. The

day-long conferen e called "Food: Getting the Picture into Focus"

will include pres ntations by James Jordan, president of Bat~en,

Barton, Durstine nd Osborne (BBD&O) advertising agency and attorney

James Turner, aut or of The Chemical Feast and formerly with Ralph

Nader's Center fo the Study of Responsive Law.

Other speake s will include Terrance Hanold, former president

of Pillsbury Comp ny; Howard Mattson, director of public information

for the Institute of Food Technologists; Edward L. McGlone, ¢hairman

of the Department of Speech Communication at Southern Illinois

University; and U iversity of Minnesota faculty members Lyman Steil,

Warren Gore, Theo ore Labuza and Isabel Wolf. Each will present his

or her views on co municating information about foods and the roles

played by advertising, mass media, consumer advocate groups and

professional groups within the food industry.

For further

It is sponsored by the Minnesota

nference is $15 or $5 for students.Fee for

The conferenc begins at 9 a.m. and includes a lunch presentation.

Extension Service nd the University's Departments of Rhetoric and

It will end at abo t 4:30 p.m.

Food Science and trition.

student chapter of the Institute of Food Technologists, the Agricultural

information or reg stration forms, contact the Office of Spec~al

Programs, 405 Coff y Hall, University of Minnesota, St. Paul 55108.
CA # # # #
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FORESTRY MEETING
SET FOR DEC.

I,

"i

Immediate release \

How to use woodburning stoves and fireplaces efficiently will

(date) (location)

starting at 7:30 p.m.

forest products.

It is intended for anyone interested in using

Topics will include types and efficiencies of woodburning stoves

and fireplaces plus pointers on installation, operation and maintenance.

For more information, contact the County Extension

Office or the Office of Special Programs, University of Minnesota,

St. Paul, MN 55108. The meeting is open to anyone regardless of

race, creed, age, sex or origin.

CA

Meetings & Locations:

It It It It

Dec. 5, B45 Classroom Office Building, University of Minnesota,

St. Paul Campus.

--Dec. 6, Horne Economics 80, University of Minnesota, Duluth.

--Dec. 7, Itasca Community College, Grand Rapids

--Dec. 13, 4-H Building, Olmsted County Fairgrounds, Rochester.
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4-H'ers ACCIDENT
PROOF HOMES, FARMS

4-H NEWS

Immediate release

4-H members think and practice safety in the home, on the

farm, on the highway, in the community and during recreation in

the national 4-H safety project conducted by the Cooperative

Extension Service.

In Minnesota last year, 34 accidental deaths in farm work

and 42 in the farm home were reported, a slight decline from 1975.

Young people enrolled in the 4-H safety project and activities

have opportunities to learn about household poisons, clothing

flammability, fire extinguishers, home fire escape plan, electrical

and bicycle safety, farm machinery operation, personal protection,

safety in everyday living and child safety among other topics.

For more information, contact at the __

County Extension Office.

-daz-
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ATT:

Immediate release

HANDLING JEALOUSY
AMONG CHILDREN

The green-eyed onster called jealousy haunts most families occasfonally,

says Ronald Pitzer, xtension family life specialist at the University :of Minnesota.

It crops up en are unsure of their parents' love, and it can Qccur in the

most affectionate of families.

children fight is an invitation to jealousy, pa~ticu1ar1y

child superior or inferior to another.

side of the same child repeatedly. Pitzer says excessive

id using one child's behavior as a model for another child

Taking

if a parent

Pitzer advises arents that there are ways to keep it to a minimum. Skillful

parents, he

and

praise or blame for child's behavior also creates jealousies.

Instead, praise behavior that you find pleasing, Pitzer tells parents.

This allows the chil to reinforce that behavior and dispense with opposite traits.

It also avoids the ap of labeling a child's personality with comments such as

"You're so sweet." ough well meaning, such compliments establish your right to

pronounce a child "g od" or "bad."

"Help the child suffering from low self-esteem--or one who isn't-~by letting

him or her sh~re you satisfaction with the things they can do well," Pitzer says.

"Since jealous, inse ure children fear that no one likes them, let them know when

you appreciate·

Again, he

ing they have done."

s parents to keep appreciative remarks on target~ Comments

such as "I like the e1t you made. The design must have taken hours of patient

work" are specific e ough to reinforce behavior that you value.

- more -
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add l--handling jeal usy

Happy p~rents s em to be a common factor in the lives of happy, eoafident

children who share t eir achievements and feelings with their parents. With

a satisfying family ife, arguments may be present, but they are never

destructive. Family members talk to each other and like to do things

together. Pitzer sa s that unexpressed love is apparent to everyone within

a family where eye-t -eye and physical contact are common.

11##/1
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ATT: Extension Home ~conomists

Immediate release

CARPETING AND ENERGY:
STUDY SHOWS A SAVINGS

With heating bi 1s on the rise, many consumers are asking whether carpeting

has an effect on the annual cost of staying warm. Linda Reece, extension interior

design-furnishings s ecia1ist at the University of Minnesota, says research in 15

test cities inc1udin Duluth show it can be a factor.

Nationwide tests conducted by the Georgia Institute of Technology and the

Dynatech Research and Development Company of Massachusetts looked at 18 carpets

in styles of level loop, cut pile plush, tip sheared, shagpolypropylene

selected for varied f bers and styles. They included acrylic, nylon, polyester,

and saxony.

The research sh ed a direct relationship between thickness and pile density

and the insulating va ue of the carpeting, Ms. Reece says. Air spaces or pockets

between the fibers ho d the warm air in and keep it from escaping.

Several carpet p dding styles also were tested and energy measurements were

taken for several styes of house. The results showed savings of up to 13 percent

in annual home heatin bills through the use of carpeting. Actual savings to an

individual homeowner ill depend upon home location, type of floor, amouPt of floor

insulation, shape and size of room, local fuel rates, severity of the winter and

type of carpet and pa ding installed.

-more-



add l--carpeting an energy:

Greatest savin s were found in single story homes with uninsulated wooden

floors over crawl s ace or with uninsulated concrete slab floors. Savings in

these instances cou d be as much as 72 percent over bare floor. Uninsulated

wood floors over co ventional ventilated crawl space will show at least a SO
•

percent floor heat oss savings when covered with carpet and padding, the research

showed.

Cash energy sa ings were figured for the test cities on current electrical

'rates so they would 't necessarily apply to homeowners heating with n~tural

gas or fuel oil, Ms ~eece says. The study did show, however, heating bill

savings ranging fro about three percent for low insulation value carp$ting to

as much as 12 perce t for a house with heavy carpet and pad.

-dmn-
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CUT-IT-YOURSELF
FIREWOOD AVAILABLE
FROM NATIONAL FORESTS
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ATT: Extension Home Economists

Immediate r~lease

Do you have out planned to either Chippewa or Superior National

Forests this fall? f you do, you can cut and bring home wood from these

areas for winter hea ing.

You'll need a p rmit from the ranger, but permits are free. The forests

have designated "fir wood areas" containing dead and fallen trees.

If you decide n t to cut your own wood, rangers in the forests can help

you find local opera ors who cut wood for sale. You will need to pay for the

wood, of course, but you still may save money over rates charged in metropolitan

areas.

ite to these offices for information on which district

Below are the n es and addresses of the forest headquarters offices in

ranger office is nea

Minnesota. You may

Chippewa Nation 1 Forest, Forest Supervisor's Office, Cass Lake, MN 56633.

ood available is mostly ash, birch, hard maple, soft maple,

1 Forest, Forest Supervisor's Office, 236 Federal Building,Superior

pine.

Wood available is mo tly birch, hard maple, soft maple, oak and red and white

Duluth, MN 55801.

oak and red and whit pine.

CA
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KEOUGH PLANS FOR
SELF-EMPLOYED

Immediate release

\

Self-employed individuals are eligible for Keough type retirement plans

designed similar to those used by corporations, says Earl Fuller, University

of Minnesota extension economist.

With this option, the individual can avoid the $7,500 and 15 percent earned

income limits, but you must contribute a sufficient amount annually to buy a

prescribed annuity. This amount is computed as a percentage of annual earned

income covered by the plan, locking the individual into a great deal more in

contributions. Also, these plans will earn less on after-tax and after-

inflation basis than business investments. Employees will have to be covered

comparably if you start this type of plan, Fuller says.

-daz-
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ROCHESTER SHEEP DAY
SET FOR NOV. 19

"Making Sheep a Business" is the theme of the southeastern Minnesota

sheep day Nov. 19 at the Olmstead County Fairgrounds, Rochester.

The meeting begins at 9:30 and concludes at 3:30 p.m. Registration

and lunch is $3.50.

Speakers and topics for the morning program include:

--R. E. Jacobs, extension animal husbandman, University of Minnesota,

"Getting Into Sheep."

--Harley Hanke, University of Minnesota-Morris, "How Beginners Can

Avoid Management Pratfalls."

--John Stone, Pipestone National Bank, "A Banker's View of Sheep."

--In the afternoon program, sheep health will be discussed by Dr. Gerald

Kennedy, a sheepman's veterinarian from Pipestone, and Mike Caskey, director of

the Pipestone Sheep Project.

John Larick, 1976 Sheep Producers Silver Bell Winner from Austin, will

speak on "Me and Ewe and Money."

For more information, contact Mervin Freeman, extension farm management

specialist, Rochester.

/I /I /I /I
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ANIMAL OF FUTURE
DEVELOPED BY
4-H SHEEPMEN

4-H NEWS

Immediate release

"Through 4-H I have learned to shear sheep and fit them for show. Because

of this I have won the showmanship contest at our county fair for four consecutive

years and have been a top showmanship contender at the State Fair for the last

three years," says a Minnesota 4-H'er.

Joining about 77,000 young people in the nation and many in Minnesota in the

4-H project is Bret Gronseth, 18, Route 1, Winnebago.

More than ever sheep are one of the most promising livestock enterprises

because of the small initial investment, low feed cost and production of two money

crops a year--lamb and wool. Also, sheep can use pastures and crops as 90 percent

of their total feed requirement and the time required to take care of them makes

them valuable as a secondary income source.

Young people, 9-19, are offered opportunities to gain an understanding of

sheep breeding, production and management practices and acquire record keeping

skills in the 4-H sheep project. Wilson Foods offers $1,000 national scholarships,

which 4-H'ers may qualify for through outstanding 4-H achievements in the sheep

project. For details contact your local 4-H leaders or the ------
Extension Office.

-daz-
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DON'T LET DINNER TABLE
BECOME FAMILY BATTLEGROUND

Do your famil members get up from the dinner table weary from the wrangling

that went on durin the meal? If so, a different approach to meals may be in

order, suggests Mu iel Brink, extension nutritionist at the University of Minnesota.

"Parents need 0 remember that children will use food to show their independence

and to get attentio ," she says. lilt's best if parents and others give a child

special attention a times other than during meals. And, if possible, parents

should not make an ·ssue out of a food-related situation when children are being

independent."

Ms. Brink says no child ever starved as a result of refusing foods in family

meals. It may be d fficult, but Ms. Brink advises parents to do three things.

Prepare and serve t e same meal to all family members, steer conversation away from

what the child is e ting or refusing and clear the table without comment when others

have finished eatin. She does not favor using food as a reward or punishment, so

the picky eater cou d be given a dessert (fresh fruit, for example) but there should

be no extra between meal snacking.

at all," Ms. Brink says. "If a child gets ample

the negative attention of being scolded for not eating may"For some chil

be better than

attention at other the day and he or she learns that picking at food won't

get additional atte ion, the behavior probably will stop."

-more-
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add l--don't let d nner table

She reminds pc rents, however, that food habits are learned. If parents want

children to eat spEcific foods, the parents should eat them as well. Families may

want to encourage 'new" food experiences by occasionally having a special meal

composed of some nEW foods for all. "This will show the youngest family members

that new food expeliences are part of life, and it may also remind older family

members what it's ike to try different foods."

When a meal containing new foods is a special occasion, children will associate

trying new foods with positive experiences, Ms. Brink says. "And an individual who

eats a variety of foods is more likely to have nutritional needs met than an

individual who does not."
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SOIL, WATER FORUM
SET FOR AUSTIN

Immediate release

A southeastern Minnesota soil and water forum is scheduled for the Red

Cedar Inn, Austin, beginning at 10 a.m. Dec. 2.

A $5 registration includes lunch. Forum moderator will be Chuck Simkins,

extension soils specialist at the University of Minnesota. The Uaiversity's

soils department will be discussed by Bill Martin, professor and department head.

Other topics that will be addressed by university soils specialists include:

--Soil and water, your crop production engine, Lowell Hanson.

--The "unconventionals," Curt Overdahl.

--Know you P's and K's, John Grava.

--To "serve" or not to serve, Gary Halzer.

--Nitrates in the substrate, Bob Schoper.

--Foliar feeding and the nitrogen fix, George Ham.

--Tillage or pillage, Jim Swan.

The program is sponsored by the University of Minnesota Soils Department

and Agricultural Extension Service. More information is available from Harlan

Johnsrud, county extension director, Austin.

The program is open to all people without regard to race, creed, color, age, sex

or national origin.
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SOILS, FERTILIZER
COURSE DEC. 12-14

Immediate release

The annual soils, fertilizer and pesticides short course and exposition is

set for the Minneapolis Auditorium Dec. 12-14.

A special program for dealers starting at 1:30 p.m. Dec. 12 will feature

the latest information from the Minnesota Department of Agriculture, a report

on Locks and Dam 26 and other transportation developments. The sunflower potential

in Minnesota, the fertilizer demand and supply situation and economics of

fertilizer use will also be discussed.

Features during the morning program on Dec. 13 include the relationship

of weather and soil moisture, soil fertility problems in 1977, nitrogen inhibitors

and adding nitrogen to the growing crop.

Secretary of Agriculture Bob Bergland has been invited to speak at 1:15

p.m. on Dec. 13. Other afternoon topics include what farmers will grow in 1978,

pest management and the 2,4-D controversy.

The morning of Dec. 14 will feature special technical sessions on fertilizers

and pesticides.

A registration fee of $8 includes a copy of the course abstract and admission

to the exhibits and short course presentations.

More information is available from Gene Anderson, Office of Special Programs,

University of Minnesota, St. Paul 55108. Phone 612-373-0725. The program is

available to everyone regardless of race, creed, color, age, sex or national origin.
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MAKE OWN
KEOUGH PLAN

Immediate release

Consider designing your own Keough retirement plan, says Earl Fuller,

University of Minnesota extension economist. Internal Revenue Service

regulations permit it and minimal red tape is involved.

A written trust agreement with a designated trustee--an individual, trust

department or fund--is needed. IRS approval of trust provisions and submission

of an IRS form designating characteristics of the trust are required.

Designing your own plan could be advantageous, since many frequently

offered Keough arrangements may not have your particular investment objectives

and many do not make explicit adjustment in their investment strategies for

inflation, Fuller says. Although they may promise a six percent return, with

six percent inflation, you get no real growth in capital you put into such a plan.

Continued inflation means decreased purchasing power from dollars earned from a

Keough or other farm retirement annuity. Instead, by setting up a trust locally,

you might invest in farm land or other real estate--as inflation-proof an

investment for retirement as anything. The risk may be larger, but front-end

loading or other trustee service charges likely will be less.

Fuller says most farm people can get higher added capital returns on the farm

than elsewhere. Even if all capital is not showing high returns, added capital

put in the right places often will show higher returns, he adds. Yet if they

prefer off-farm investments, Keough plans can bring higher returns after taxes

than such off-farm investments as stocks, bonds or insurance plans.
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IN BRIEF ..

Immediate release

Feed Tag. Studying the tag on dairy feeds can give you some good clues

as to what the feed is worth. Although "fancy" feeds may look or sound impressive,

they may not be the best buy. Protein and crude fiber content are critical

components. Although most feed tags don't list an energy value, the guaranteed

fiber level gives a hint. For each one percent rise in fiber, TDN level drops about

one percent. It's especially important to check fiber levels in pelleted or complete

dairy mixes. Also check other guaranteed nutrients such as minerals and vitamins.

More information on using the feed tag is available in Extension Bulletin 218,

"Feeding the Dairy Herd." Free single copies are available from county extension

offices.

* * * *
Calf Scours. Lack of first colostrum can lead to calf scours. Don't assume

the newborn calf has nursed. About 40 percent of all calves born receive insufficient

colostrum to be protected from calfhood disease organisms found on the farm. Feed

colostrum as soon as possible after birth. Giving vitamin A, D, and E supplements

immediately after birth helps increase the calf's natural resistance to scours,

especially if the colostrum is low in vitamin A content. Other factors that cause

scours include overcrowding, inadequate ventilation, wet and damp quarters,

overfeeding and dirty utensils.

More details on preventing calf scours can be found in Extension Bulletin

218 and other publications, available at county extension offices.

If If If If
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REGISTER NOH
FOR 4-H HORKSHOP
ON Hffi1ANITIES

4-H NEWS

Immediate release

Young people 16 years or older interested in performing or visual arts

should register now for the 4-H Holiday Horkshop on the Humanities. Dec. 26-

Jan. 2 at the National 4-H Center. Hashington. D.C.

A $50 deposit should be sent to Stan Meinen. State 4-H Office. 475 Coffey

Hall. University of Minnesota, St. Paul 55108. Make the check payable to the

University of Minnesota and include: name. address. city, state, zip code.

phone, age, and special interest in the arts.

The workshop provides opportunities to attend performances, explore careers

in the arts, visit galleries and museums and share ideas and talents with other

young people. Lodging, meals, transportation, show tickets and air fare are part of

the $335 cost per person.

Contact ~at the County Extension Office for more

information.
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"SHELF" LIFE OF
FROZEN FOODS VARIES
WITH STORAGE TEMPERATURES

I
I
I

I
From the dePth~ of your freezer you pullout a beef roast. It is carefully

i

dated and wrapped i~ foil for fre~zing, but you notice that the date is nearly
I
I

eight months past. lIS it too late to use the meat?
I

Probably not, srys Shirley Munson, food scientist in the University of

Minnesota's Departmeft of Horticultural Science. If your freezer maintains foods

at OOF. or lower, t~ roast is still usable although it should be consumed soon.

Temperature is kritical to successful freezing and so is good wrapping, Mrs.
i

Munson says. Frozenl foods do not keep well at temperatures above OOF. because higher

temperatures permit Fhemical changes that may result in unpleasant flavors, color
i

changes and vitamin ~ destruction.
I

Similarly, meat! wrapped in waxed coated paper or polyethylene films can show

signs of rancidity i~ frozen for less than three months because meat is particularly
I

sensitive to oxygen. i

Wraps that are ~mpermeable to oxygen best protect meat for long storage.

These include alumin

cellophane and polye

She

which is better stil •

foil, saran-type film, polyester films and films combining

ofreezers can operate at 0 F. and some can go even lower,

Check the temperature of your home freezer with an accurate

thermometer placed 0 top of the food packages, she suggests.

Many foods lose quality and vitamin content in 10 to 20 days when stored at

2S
o

F. in an "open-at one-end" ice cube compartment of a household refrigerator.

The same thing is Ii ely to happen after three to four weeks in a refrigerator

"freezer compartment' which maintains temperatures of 150 to 180 F, or after three
omonths in 10 F. stor ge compartments.

-more-
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add l--"shelf" lif of frozen foods

is slow at OOF or lower. Store fish and pork in the coldest

Mrs. Munson most frozen vegetables rapidly lose their vitamin C value

at lOoF. but the 1

part of the freeze (usually near the bottom in chest types) because they keep

better at a few de rees below OOF. than at OOF.
I

Some maximum 1uggested

Baked goods-- I

ostorage periods for well wrapped foods held at 0 Fare:

cake, baked-
cookies-----
pies, unbaked
quick breads
yeast breads,

Poultry
Chicken, cut
Chicken, whol
Turkey, whole

vegetables (most t

--4-6 months
--9-12 months
--2-3 months
--2-3 months
baked 9-12 months

months
months
months

months)

Citrus juice concentrate---12-l8 months
Ice cream--------less than 1 month
Fruit----------------------12-l8 months
Game animals & Birds-------9 months
Meats

bacon--------------------l month
beef (notground)---------9 months
beef, ground-------------4 months
ham----------------------2 months
pork---------------------4 months

il 1/ 1/ 1/
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DAIRY PROGRAMS
SET FOR DEC.

Immediate release

Dairy day programs are scheduled for four Minnesota locations in early

December.

Dates and locations are:

Dec. 6, National Guard Armory, Hutchinson

Dec. 7, Extension Office, Rosemount

Dec. 8, Holiday Inn, St. Cloud

Dec. 9, St. Mary's College, Winona

Managing for genetic progress will be the theme emphasized at the meetings.

University of Minnesota dairy scientists will also present the latest

research information on these topics: high or low milk pipelines for tie stall

barns, high moisture small grain research, selling dairy cattle at a production

sale, dairy beef production, fermented colostrum as an emergency source of

disease protection.

Also, methionine hydroxy analog and supplemental protection for dairy cows,

adding concentrates to rations of cows fed forage free choice, how big cows

should be, and trends in Minnesota dairying.

There will be some variations in the program at each location. Contact

your local county extension office for more information.

In February and March, dairy programs will be offered at Watertown, (S.D.),

Waseca, Slayton, Morris, Grand Rapids, Braham, Crookston and Bagley.
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4-H'ers STRESS
FOOD SAFETY

4""H NEWS \

Immediate release

Careful food handling can prevent many of the two to 10 million cases of

foodborne illnesses that occur annually in the United States.

Young people in the 4-H food conservation and safety program offer these

basic precautions when preparing, packaging and storing foods:

* Start with clean food, utensils and hands~ and a safe water supply.

Don't handle foods if hands have open cuts or boils.

* Keep work, eating and storage areas clean. Protect food from flies and

other pests.

* After preparing foods, keep them hot (140 degrees or above) or cold

(below 40 degrees). This is especially important during summer months, or if

foods will be transported to a picnic or camping site.

4-H members 9-19 learn-by-doing that handling foods properly ensures

nutritional value and wholesomeness. They become aware of the wide variety of

foods that can be prepared for cookouts~ camping trips and other leisure activities.

And they study and apply scientific principles whether handling foods outdoors

or at home.

4-H food conservation and safety, a new 4-H awards program, is sponsored

by Reynolds Metals Co., which offers incentives to program members at the national,

state and county levels. 4-H members interested in this area should contact their

local leader or the County Extension Office.
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INTEREST IN HOME SEWING
SHIFTS, PATTERN COMPANIES RESPOND

Perhaps beca se more women are working outside the home, home sewing has

suffered a

specialist at

, according to Lois Goering, extension textiles and clothing

University of Minnesota. In response to lagging sales, the

major pattern are experimenting with ways to cut their costs and still

perk up interest n the craft.

One innovati n is simplified patterns, Mrs. Goering says. Because women·

This makes alterations to fit figure problems easier, and it

some are offering fewer patterns. One large company has switched

ey are styled simply and include three size options within each

nies also have limited the number of pattern books they

pattern

Mrs. Goering says the largest pattern companies are experimenting with new

pattern lines.

classic patterns ith some size and fitting flexibility.

who are de the home have less time to sew, the emphasis is on simple,

publish yearly a

saves storage spa e at the fabric store.

from monthly patt rn books to nine books yearly. Another has cut costs by offering

10 percent fewer atterns.

il stores try to spur interest in sewing. Patterns for specialty

stmas decorations, purses and decorator pillows also will be

Mrs. says the average pattern buyer will scarcely notice the difference

She more promotional displays of patterns and sewing accessories as

patterns pattern books to file and display.

caused by Fabric stores, however, will benefit by having fewer

companies and

items such as

heavily promoted.
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PROFIT PROSPECTS IMPROVE
FOR BEEF COWS IN COMING YEAR

Immediate Release

Despite another year in the red in 1977, better returns to the beef cow

calf sector of agriculture are on the horizon, according to Paul R. Hasbargen,

extension economist in farm management at the University of Minnesota. He says

three factors will bring better returns to beef cow herd operators. They are

fewer feeder cattle, lower feed prices and higher fat cattle prices.

Hasbargen explains that fewer feeder cattle will be available next year

because currently there are fewer calves. Cow numbers will be down by about

two million head by January 1. This means less competition for the sale of

yearlings next spring and summer. "And the calf producer may see a three to

four percent reduction in the 1978 calf crop," Hasbargen says.

The costs of keeping a cow will also drop by $50 or more on many farms

because hay is less expensive than a year ago.

Fat cattle prices will average higher in 1978 than this year because fewer

total cattle are being marketed. Hasbargen predicts, however, that fed cattle

marketings will increase. He says, "I expect a relatively small increase in fed

cattle prices averaging only $1 to $2 over this year. This is less than the

increase expected by many analysts."

He says if his predictions hold true, and if next year's corn crop is large

enough to hold grain prices to price support levels, feeder calf prices should

increase another $S and yearling prices about half that amount. This would put

choice steer calves at about 50 cents next fall.

Such a cow calf budget for a southern Minnesota or nothern Iowa operation

would generate enough income per cow to about cover feed and cash costs, Hasbargen

says. This still would allow no return for labor and facilities but at least the

negative returns of the past four years would be behind us, Hasbargen says.
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BEEF BREEDERS'
SEMINAR SCHEDULED
FOR MABEL, MINNESOTA

Immediate Release

A Beef Breeders' Seminar is scheduled for the Skyline Supper Club, near

Mabel, Minnesota, Thursday, Dec. 8.

The seminar brings together Minnesota's purebred beef breeders and top

commercial producers. The purpose is to discuss current issues relevant to

the beef breeding industry, according to C.J. Christians, University of

Minnesota livestock specialist.

Plans are to conduct an on-the-farm session at 2:30 p.-m. at Robert Miller's

farm, Mabel. Use of superior sires to improve beef production, practical beef

cattle production, and efficient cow evaluation are topics that will be discussed.

A 6:00 p.-m. dinner-social is scheduled at the Skyline Supper Club near Mabel.

Speakers include, Dr. Brad Seguin, University of Minnesota veterinarian, and

Dr. Bernard Jones, Animal Science Department, Colorado State University. Topics

covered will be "Herd Bull Selection", "Bull Fertility and Soundness" and

"Reproductive Performance."

Brian Larson, Mabel, Minnesota's 1977 outstanding Young Beef Producer, will

be honored at the dinner. A slide presentation of his cattle operation will be

featured.

For further information, contact C.J. Christians, 101 Peters Hall, 1404 Gortner,

University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 55108; or Dawson Grabau, Fillmore

County Extension Agent, Masonic Building, Preston, Minnesota 55965.
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TAX CAUTION ON
SEALING GRAIN

Immediate Release

Farmers who are considering commodity credit loans on their grain should

recall the income tax effects of this action, advises Paul Hasbargen, extension

economist at the University of Minnesota.

If in prior years government loans were treated as income in the year in

which the loans were received, the Internal Revenue Service will expect that the

same method will be used this year. The method can be changed, but requires

prior permission from IRS.

Hasbargen reminds farmers of this tax regulation as they consider government

loans, since it has been several years since loans have been taken. Farmers who

previously treated loans as income for tax purposes should plan the timing of

those loans for either 1977 or 1978, depending on when they want the income. To

make this decision, Hasbargen encourages some immediate tax planning.

Young farmers who have not before taken out commodity credit loans are

encouraged by Hasbargen to make the option to report the income when the loan is

obtained. If they opt to delay reporting the income until the commodity is sold,

he warns that all crop income from several years may have to be all reported in

one year, resulting in a jump into an unusually high tax bracket. "If Uncle Sam

calls in several years of grain at one time--as has happened in the past--the

farm operator has no other choice than to pay a big tax bite in that year", warns

Hasbargen.

-more-
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add 1--tax caution

By opting to take the income in the year the loan is taken, farmers can

exercise some control over the timing of the income by either completing the

loan arrangements before or after the close of a calendar year. This can be a

useful income shifting tool to help keep net farm income more stable between

good and poor years. And it helps minimize the amount of total income taxes paid,

Hasbargen emphasizes.

If a farmer has already taken out a large commodity corn credit loan,

forgetting that back in 1971 he treated loans as income, he may want to buy

some of it back before the end of the year to prevent an unusually large taxable

income in 1977.
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NEXT 6-9 MONTHS CRITICAL
FOR CATTLE FEEDING

Immediate Release

Nearly all cattle feeders operated at a loss in 1977 and a University of

Minnesota extension economist in farm management is not optimistic about the

coming year's profit prospects. Paul R. Hasbargen says the next six to nine

months will be critical.

He says if the July 1 cattle count by the U-S Department of Agriculture

is correct, there are more yearling cattle available for feeding than a year

ago. This factor plus lower feed prices points to increased feeding. The

October 1 cattle on feed report indicates five percent more cattle are being

fed than a year ago.

Hasbargen says that producers' marketing intentions suggest about a three

percent increase in fed cattle marketings during the last quarter of 1977. Both

cow and hog slaughter, however, will be below earlier levels, thus stepping up

the demand side of the fed beef picture.

Marketing margins are lower, giving cattle feeders an extra dollar per

hundredweight for live cattle. Because of this, Hasbargen says fed cattle should

remain $2 to $3 above earlier levels, averaging about $40 for choice steers during

the fourth quarter.

He predicts high levels of placement on feed through November and December

and fed cattle marketings about five percent over 1977 in the first half of 1978.

This total steer and heifer beef production probably will hold choice steer prices

to about $40, a few dollars less in February and March and possibly a dollar higher

in the second quarter.

-more-
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This means that choice yearlings must be laid in for $38 to $40 if the feeder

expects to market his corn through cattle for a price equal to the government loan

rate of about $1.90 per bushel. Currently many are being purchased for more than

$40 per hundredweight.

If rains are good and pastures plentiful next summer, Hasbargen predicts that

cow slaughter will drop sharply, putting a floor under beef prices near the $42

level. But if the weather is unfavorable and calf placements this fall are high,

third quarter prices will be the same or lower than second quarter prices.

Hasbargen says that with choice steer calves now available in the mid to high

forties, producers stand at least a 50-50 chance of covering all feed and cash

costs and getting $25 per head for labor and facilities.
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Immediate release

SUBSTITUTING BIRDSFOOT
TREFOIL FOR ALFALFA-GRASS
INCREASES LAMB GAINS 23%

Lambs gained 23 percent more when pure birdsfoot trefoil was substituted

for one-third of the conventional alfalfa-grass pasture mixture.

That's the result of three complete grazing seasons in cooperative USDA-

University of Minnesota research trials.

"This means we can recommend a new system where birdsfoot trefoil comprises

one-third of the total pasture for quickest production of market lambs," says

Gordon Marten, agronomist with the USDA's Agricultural Research Service and the

University of Minnesota stationed in St. Paul.

"A major shortcoming of current grazing systems used in the U-S and worldwide

is failure to get sufficiently high animal intake of energy to meet the needs of

fattening stock. Theoretically, this problem can be solved by putting more high

energy and high intake potential legumes into the grazing system."

"The most popular legume used in all forage production systems is alfalfa,"

Marten says. However, allowing ruminants to graze pure stands of alfalfa sometimes

results in bloat, which may quickly kill the animal.

For that reason, alfalfa-grass mixtures are commonly recommended. "Conventional

wisdom has dictated that birdsfoot trefoil, a non-bloat inducing legume, does not

yield or persist well enough to allow economical use in grazing systems where

alfalfa-grass mixtures can be grown."

Objective of the experiment was to determine whether increasing the legume

percentage in grazing systems by having both alfalfa-grass and pure birdsfoot

trefoil components would increase daily gains without reducing the amount of animal

product per acre, compared to complete alfalfa-grass systems.

-more-



add 1--substituting birdsfoot trefoil

"We were able to increase daily gains 23 percent without sacrificing animal

product per acre, even though pasture with one-third birdsfoot trefoil had lower

animal carrying capacity. We've also documented the fact that increasing legume

percentage in grazing systems will increase ruminant daily gains," Marten adds.

His work was done in cooperation with Robert Jordan, animal scientist at

the University of Minnesota. Marten is scheduled to present a paper on the

research project at the 69th annual meeting of the American Society of Agronomy

in Los Angeles Nov. 13-18.
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REPRODUCTIVE PROBLEMS
CONCERN DAIRYMEN

Immediate Release

Reproductive problems are the major concern of Minnesota dairymen, according

to a recent survey of Minnesota DHI Holstein herd owners.

Almost half the dairymen (49 percent) said that heat detection was a problem.

Repeat breeders was the next most mentioned problem (29 percent), followed by

calf losses (20 percent), milk fever (19 percent), abnormal discharges (16 percent)

and cystic ovaries (16 percent).

"Even though reproductive problems are of primary concern to dairymen, only

one-fourth of the dairymen routinely conduct a prebreeding exam on all cows,"

said Minnesota extension dairy specialists who conducted the survey.

"Only 11 percent have a pregnancy exam before 40 days after breeding--or when

2 heat periods have gone by. And 25 percent wait until after 60 days post breeding

pregnancy exams. Earlier examinations will increase the benefits of pregnancy

exams by reducing long calving intervals for cows found open," the specialists

say in their report.

More than 80 percent of the cows in DHI herds responding to the survey breed

their cows artificially. However, bulls are very common since a much lower

percentage of heifers is bred artificially.

About two-thirds of the dairymen are involved in selecting sires and nearly

two-thirds of the dairymen employ A.I. technicians to breed their cows.

The report of the survey, entitled "Trends in Minnesota Dairying," is

available from Extension Dairy Science, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.
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4-H'ERS SHARPEN
MANAGEMENT SKILLS

tY1SC
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4-H members are playing a new board game that is teaching them some of

the secrets of growing up.

The Resource Game is one tool used in the new 4-H Personal Management

program to help young people learn techniques for thinking their way through to

major decisions. The aim of the game is to learn how to get to where you want

to go by using the resources you have rather than dreaming of the ones you wish

you had.

Players accumulate four types of resource cards representing ski11 t time,

money and energy. Then they "spend" the cards one by one to reach a goal. The

trick is for the player to figure out clever ways of substituting "skill" cards

or "energy" cards, for example, when faced with a shortage or expendable "money"

or "time."

Minnesota's new 4-H Personal Management project developed by Mary Fran

Lamison, extension specialist--home management; Sherie Mentzer, curriculum

coordinator, and Juanita Reed, extension specia1ist--4-H Youth Development,

features special study units for boys and girls 9-19.

In Unit I, "You're The Boss--Se1f-Management," nine-and ten-year-01ds learn

the "big ideas" of management--decision making, values, resources, goals,

standards, organization--and apply them to daily living skills. This is a

project for the beginning 4-H'er. Many counties are using it as a short term

program for first year members.

-more-
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"Social Management--Living As If People Mattered" for early teens uses

management principles to learn how to meet new people, give people compliments,

make friends, ask for help, solve conflicts and try new adventures.

"Life Management--Being On Your Own" for late teens applies management

principles to adult living. It covers finding a place to live, insurance,

making friends and budgets.

Contact your county extension agent for information on this project.
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Extension Home Econ~ts

"LAST CHANCE" DIET
POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS

Nearly every dru store in the country has a window display of liquid protein

supplement, enticing eavyweights to try the faddish "Last Chance Diet." Isabel

Wolf, extension foods and nutrition specialist at the University of Minnesota, warns

that the diet program should be used only under direct medical supervision.

She also says pe sons following the diet should be aware that the Food and

Drug Administration i investigating the deaths of 11 women who were following the

plan. The FDA is try ng to determine how the predigested liquid protein may have

contributed to the de ths.

The Last Chance which consists of water, vitamin and mineral tablets and

liquid protein, was de popular by Robert Linn, a Philadelphia osteopath who lost

more than 60 pounds 0 the regimen and wrote a bestselling book about it. Mrs. Wolf

says that the diet's rinciples were developed about ten years ago at Harvard, but

it was Linn's diet in the news. Harvard researchers urged Linn

not to write the popu because they feared just the type of unsupervised dieting

that is occurring, sh says.

pregnant women, people with malfunctioning livers, those

anyone with certain types of heart disease.

in generally good health. They should be monitored by a

to Mrs. Wolf. They

She stresses tha persons on the Last Chance Diet should first have a checkup

There are four c egories of people who should not be on the diet, according

physician while on diet to guard against anemia or the buildup of uric acid

to be certain they

with kidney failure

which could cause kid y stones or gout.

-more-
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She says the ciples behind the diet are simple. Without food coming in,

the body turns to an lternative fuel system--fatty reserves. Unfortunately,

in the process y also burns up its own lean tissue such as the protein in

muscle and vital orga s. To prevent this, the Last Chance Dieter drinks liquid

protein so the body w nIt have to burn its own.

The liquid prote n used in the diet is manufactured by breaking down the

connective tissue pro eins in cowhide and other animal byproducts. Mrs. Wolf says

it is then enriched w th several amino acids, flavored and sold to consumers "at a

very large profit as redigested liquid protein."

-dmn-
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THREE-WAY COMPATIBILITY
TEST AIDS CLOTHES SEWING

Three factors etermine how a garment looks --you, the pattern you select

and the fabric. Lo s Goering, extension textiles and clothing specialist at the

University of Minnerota, says a mistake in either pattern or fabric can result

-in a garment you dot't enjoy wearing or may never finish sewing.

She suggests t,at until you develop skill at choosing patterns that are

right for you, you ~hOUld study your figure type carefully. Squint at yourself

in the mirror and atsess your general hody shape. The average person has shoulders

and hips about the ,am~ width. Do you? What is your general hip shape? Is your

bustline high, medifm or low? Do you have a flat, rounded or protruding stomach?

Mrs. Goering s4ys the silhouette of a garment will affect how it looks on
I

you. Where the sil is widest, you will appear heaviest. Gathers at the

waistline will make that area look larger. A bodice gathered onto a yoke may make

your bustline appea fuller.

In general, sh says, vertical lines give the illusion of height. Horizontal

width and make you appear shorter. Diagonal lines

that is not well proportioned. The degree of slant to the

lines give the illu

can flatter a

diagonal line dete nes whether it will act more like a vertical or horizontal

line in complimentin your figure strengths.

-more-
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in clothes that allow such activity. Most clothing

designs with simple tailoring and a conservative look and

th the latest designer looks and severe lines.

tailoring, the romantic look with soft, figure-revealing

select should suit your figure and personality. ThicknessThe

The type of p son you are affects what clothing will appeal to you. For

expresses one of fo r personalities. These are the casual look with comfort

example, she says, f you are an active casual person, most of the time you

foremost and

dramatic fashions

will be most

silhouettes,

and crispness are i portant considerations. A crisp, thick fabric adds bulk to

the figure while a oft fabric that drapes well reveals figure irregularities. Mrs.

e who do not want to call attention to body irregularities

ics that don't have lots of texture. Very thick or thin,

1/ 1/ 1/ 1/

soft

dull

or stiff and S~iny fabrics call attention to the figure. Relatively

smooth fabricsl of medium weight are easiest to use successfully."

I
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Extension Home Economi~

PLANTS + LOW
HUMIDITY = PROBLEMS

The low humidi y in most homes during the winter can limit plant growth

'I

despite the fact thtt fuel-saving lower temperatures will help some humidity
I

problems. Many hou$e-plants benefit from a regular spraying at least once a
I

I
week. Growing Plants on a waterproof tray that contains moist sand, crushed

rock or pebbles wilt help solve the humidity problem, but be sure the pots

themselves are not ,tanding in water, Richard Widmer, professor of horticultural

science at the Univ+rsity of Minnesota advises.
I

KEEPING PLANTS
HEALTHY IN WINTER

windows during the winter may be exposed to much

Home humidifie~s also benefit plants, but varieties requiring very moist
I

I
air should be Plant1d in an enclosed terrarium rather than in an open pot or

dish. Terrarium SO~1 should be kept moist but not boggy.

1 * * * *
1

i
I

Plants located Inear

lower temperatures han plants elsewhere in the room. To protect foliage plants

requiring high temp ratures, pull the shades or drapes or place newspaper

the window says Richard Widmer, professor of horticulturalbetween the plant a

important at cool f I-saving indoor temperatures.

He suggests kee ing plants out of cold and hot air blasts and away from

science at the Univ sity of Minnesota. He reports this is particularly

hot air registers, r diators, open windows and doors. Don't use ice cold water

on plants, particula ly tropical varieties. Let icy water come to room

temperature before u ing it.

-dmn-
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KEEPING FARM
SHOPS SAFE

Immediate release

Observing four basic rules can help make the farm shop a pleasant,

productive and safe place to work, says Jack True, extension agricultural

engineer at the University of Minnesota.

--Organize the shop. Develop a plan that specifies storage space, work

areas, space for specialty jobs with proper equipment and materials for a

particular job. Provide proper storage for paint, oil, solvents and other

flammables. Store tools in a place where working edges are protected and

provide a "home" from which to start looking for them.

--Provide safety equipment as required. Guards should be on machinery in

the shop. Wear personal protective gear such as goggles or face shields,

bump caps and steel toed shoes. Have reliable hoisting equipment and jack

stands. Don't rely on hydraulic jacks or farm equipment hydraulic systems to

hold machinery up while you're under it. Have fire extinguishers handy and

provide for ventilation.

--Keep a clean shop. Clutter leads to falls and accumulated dust and

grease are a fire hazard. Tools and equipment just laying around will become

damaged.

--Have safety rules, True advises. Sit down and make a set of rules for

someone else to follow in your shop--then follow them yourself.

fJ If II il
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SURVEY SHOWS
IMPORTA.L\JCE OF
MASTITIS CONTROL

Immediate release

Hinnesota Holstein herds on DHI test that were "dry treated" for mastitis

control all had higher production, according to a recent survey by University

of Minnesota extension dairy specialists.

The University specialists say it's economically advantageous to dry treat

only those cows that have had clinical mastitis or show a positive response to

a cow side mastitis test for subclinical infection.

In the survey, dairymen in parlor barns with larger, higher producing herds

tended to dip teats after milking and dry treat all or most cows.

Average production from 409 stall barn herds that both dry treated and dipped

teats was 14,810 pounds of milk; the 364 herds that did neither was 13,309.

Herringbone parlors (106) in which both practices were used resulted in an average

production of 14,064 pounds of milk; the 13 herds doing neither averaged only 11,626.

The survey also showed that high producing herds had more problems with milk

fever, cystic ovaries and twisted abomasum.

Complete results of the survey, entitled "Trends in Minnesota Dairying," are

available by writing to Extension Dairy Science, University of Minnesota, St. Paul,

l1N 55108.
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WOOD HEATING
SEHINAR SET
FOR JAN. 10
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Immediate release ~

A "Heating With Wood" seminar is scheduled for the Radisson Downtown

Hotel in Minneapolis Jan. 10, 1978.

Advance registration is encouraged. Cost of the program is $16 per

person until Jan. 4; thereafter the cost is $20.

The seminar is sponsored by several University of Minnesota departments.

More information is available from the Office of Special Programs, University

of Minnesota, St. Paul 55108. Phone 612-373-0725.

The program is intended for consumers, manufacturers, distributors,

dealers,sales people and others connected with the wood burning industry.

Objectives of the course are to:

--Become aware of recommended practices for safely installing and operating

wood burning devices.

--Learn the differences between different wood burning stoves.

--Become familiar with the principles and economics of heating with wood.

CA,IA If If If If
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WILL TOYS BRING JOY
OR SERIOUS INJURY?

Christmas toys can be real humbug unless they're selected with safety in mind,

says Robert Aherin, extension safety program specialist at the University of Minnesota.

To be sure Santa brings pleasure instead of hazards into your horne, Aherin

suggests some precautions. Choose only toys appropriate for the child's age. Many

toys have age group labels. Remember that young children may get their hands on toys

intended for older brothers and sisters.

Become a label reader. Aherin advises looking for safety labels including:

"non-toxic" on painted toys, "flame retardant" or "flame resistant" on fabric items

and "washable/hygienic materials" on stuffed toys.

Although the Consumer Product Safety Commission has the authority to remove toys

from the market that pose electrical, mechanical and burn hazards, parents still must

choose toys carefully. Brittle plastic toys can be broken, exposing sharp edges.

Wooden, metal and plastic toys sometimes have sharp edges due to poor construction,

Aherin warns.

Tiny toys and those with small removable parts can be swallowed or become lodged

in a child's windpipe, ears or nose. Squeakers in some squeeze toys can be removed

and swallowed. Even a teddy bear or doll can have barbed eyes or wired limbs that can

cut or stab.

Look for arrows or darts that have soft cork tips, rubber suction cups or other

protective tips to prevent injury. Never let children play with adult lawn darts or

other hobby or sporting equipment with sharp points.

Electrical toys with heating elements are recommended only for children over

eight years old. By law, electric toys must meet requirements for maximum surface

temperature, construction and prominent warning labels.
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MAY YOUR TREE BURN BRIGHTLY
WITH LIGHTS, NOT FLAMES

An eight-foot pine tree can burn completely in just 27 seconds. And,

unfortunately, a few do each holiday season, taking lives and homes with them.

Robert Aherin, extension safety program specialist at the University of Minnesota,

says the fresher the Christmas tree, the less fire hazard it poses. To check for

freshness he suggests:

* Check color. Green is beautiful.

* Try to pull needles from branches. If they come easily, avoid the tree.

* Bend needles between your fingers. Fresh needles do not break.

* Check the trunk butt. A fresh tree is sticky with resin.

Place your Christmas tree away from fireplaces, radiators and other heat sources

and see that it is out of the way of traffic and doesn't block doorways, he advises.

Before placing in a stand, cut off a few inches of the trunk. Keep the base holder

full of water because heated rooms dry trees out rapidly.

Indoors or outside, use only lights that have been tested for safety. Look for

the "UL" label from Underwriters Laboratories. Never use indoor lights outside.

Aherin recommends checking each set of lights for broken or cracked sockets, frayed

or bare wires and loose connections. Use no more than three sets of lights per single

extension cord.

Turn off all lights on trees and other decorations when you go to bed or leave

the house. Lights could short and start a fire.

If you opt for a metallic tree, forget about strings of lights. Faulty lights

could charge the tree with electricity. Then anyone touching a branch could be elec-

trocuted. Use colored spotlights above or beside the tree instead, Aherin says.
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GHOST OF CHRISTMAS PAST
PLEADS FOR SAFETY

If you could conjure up the Ghost of Christmas Past, it could tell some sad

stories of holidays ruined by "accidents" that might have been prevented. Robert

Aherin, extension safety program specialist at the University of Minnesota, urges an

eye toward safety so that the season's surprises are confined to gaily wrapped gifts.

More accidents occur in December than in any other month, he says. The holidays

bring extra hazards from traffic accidents, home fires, falls and accidental poisonings.

More than half the automobile accidents during the holidays involve people who

have been drinking. If you're giving a party, Aherin suggests providing non-alcoholic

drinks for guests who prefer them and "closing the bar" at least an hour before the

end of the party.

The cold weather of the holiday season strains some home heating systems. About

half of all home fires are caused by defective heating equipment. Chimneys, furnaces

and fireplaces should be inspected and cleaned. Place Christmas trees in water and

keep them away from heat sources and fireplaces.

Check Christmas tree lights for broken or frayed wires and loose sockets. Buy

only lights with the Underwriters Laboratory seal. Be sure that lights for outdoor

decorations are approved for use there.

To prevent falls, Aherin reminds homeowners to keep traffic patterns free from

decorations and clutter. Handrails should be free of decorations, and cords and wires

are best placed away from heavily used areas of the house. Do your decorating from

a sturdy ladder, not a stool or chair, and keep boxes and papers from becoming tripping

hazards at gift opening time.

Keep decorative Christmas plants, which could be poisonous, away from children.

Be careful also of chemistry sets and science kits and games that may contain dangerous

chemicals.
/I II /I /I
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"SKIRT DRESSING"
GETS STRAIGHT A'S
FROM 4-H'ERS

4-H NEWS

Immediate release

"Skirt dressing" gets top marks in back-to-school fashion. Skirts in a

variety of styles team with shirts, sweaters and blazers to add extra mileage

to any coed's wardrobe.

From school outfits to party clothes, sports apparel to street attire, having

the right thing to wear is important to young people in the national 4-H dress

revue program. Conducted by the Agricultural Extension Service and supported

by Simplicity Pattern Co. Inc., 4-H dress revue is an educational feature of the

overall 4-H clothing program.

Dress revue activities stress selecting, constructing, accessorizing and

modeling garments that complement 4-H members' wardrobes. Girls and boys 9-19

learn to choose clothes and accessories that express their personalities and

are right for their figure types. 4-H members who sew can select patterns,

fabrics and trims that show off their individuality.

Gaining fashion know-how can lead to awards donated by Simplicity and

arranged by National 4-H Council. Girls and boys who rank in the upper 10

percent in a county 4-H dress revue receive medals of honor. One 4-H'er

per state is awarded an expense-paid trip to the 56th National 4-H Congress, Nov.

27-Dec. 1 in Chicago, and models in the national 4-H fashion revue. And six

of the state trip winners receive $1,000 national scholarships.

All winners are chosen by the Agricultural Extension Service. More

information on the program is available from county extension agents.
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Immediate release

GETTING YOUR HOUSEPLANTS
THROUGH THE WINTER

No matter how you eel about winter, you probably like the season more

than your houseplants. University of Minnesota horticulturists say that

houseplants have some u ique winter problems.

For one thing, as he dark days of winter and the heating season begin,

symptoms of low light-- mall leaves, long thin stems, pale green color and

flower failure--develop Lowered humidity in the house also contributes

to moisture stress symp oms. During such stress periods and before wilt is
I

apparent, the plant canlbe weakened by root loss due to drought.

Many people overw ter their houseplants during the winter. Continued

overwatering contribute to further root loss and plant decline. Generally from

November through Februa y, plants are in a slow growth period.

Houseplants should to improve as the daily light supply increases.

Several factors, howeve , may prevent the plant from developing to its full

growth potential. Root loss may have left the plant with more top than it can

support or the entire r t system may be pot-bound, thus limiting top development.

Toxic salts may ha accumulated from alkaline water supplies or high

fertilizer applications. This will show up as white crust on the top layer of

soil or on the upper edg of the pot.

Soil structure in a pot after a year or more is often too compacted to

allow good root developm nt. Regular addition of water to the soil settles it

and reduces needed air s ace.
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IN BRIEF..

Immediate release

Shorten Depreciation. You can shorten previously established tax

depreciation lives. If an asset has become technically obsolete and now is

of little use in its previously determined income producing role, IRS

will permit you to shorten the life of that asset, says Earl Fuller, extension

economist in farm management at the University of Minnesota.

The arithmetic of shortening asset life really means taking the remaining

book value or adjusted basis and dividing it by the number of years remaining

with due recognition of its salvage value.

You must be prepared to defend this action under audit conditions, says

Fuller. This means showing how new information provided substantial evidence

that you erroneously placed too long a life on a particular piece of

equipment or building in the first place.

Farmer's Tax Guides. The 1978 copy of the Farmer's Tax Guide is now available

at the County Extension Office. This IRS publication is distributed
~------

free by the Agricultural Extension Service each year. It offers instructions

and rules for completing farm and personal tax forms. An example farm illustrates

how to complete the forms.

While you are there, you can pick up a copy of Income Tax Management for

Farmers, North Central Regional Bulletin No.2, which provides advice on

increasing your after tax income. If you "think taxes" all year long, you can

increase your after tax income.
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MINNESOTA FARMERS
UNDER-USE RAPID
DEPRECIATION PROCEDURES

Immediate release

Informal surveys indicate that approximately one-half of Minnesota farmers

use the additional 20 percent first year depreciation option in high income years.

Only five to 10 percent use declining balance and sum of the year's digit methods.

"Admittedly, there is more arithmetic involved with rapid depreciation

procedures," says Earl Fuller, extension economist in farm management at the

University of Minnesota. "But this is arithmetic that pays."

In normal income years or high income years most people should use the rapid

procedures. This is due to inflation plus the continual need to recognize the

cash flow characteristics of when tax savings can be taken. In low income years

when you expect things to get better in the future, straight line depreciation is

best.

"I'm not talking about small savings when I make these recommendations,"

says Fuller. "I'm talking about savings, the present value of which is in the

area of $200 to $400 per $10,000 asset over a seven year life." That will pay

for the additional arithmetic, he says.

II II II II
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IT'S TIME TO
MAKE AN INCOME
TAX ESTIMATE

Immediate release

Now that the crop is in the bin and most of the livestock have been sold,

an income tax estimate is in order before the close of the year's business.

"It seems appropriate for some farmers to shift income into this year

because of last year's drought," says Earl Fuller, extension economist in farm

management at the University of Minnesota. "If you won't have enough reportable

income to use all of your personal deductions, exemptions and income credits,

then by all means try to delay expenses or speed up sales. If you don't report

this much income you lose those exemptions forever; there is no way of getting

them back."

Beyond that point, the best strategy is to leave yourself in a situation

where you will be paying less income tax this year than what you expect you

will have to pay next year, Fuller says.

"Only if this year's income is less than 80 percent of what you think next

year's will be should you think seriously of doing any amount of income

shifting into this year. Keep in mind that this will hurt your cash flow

because you will have more taxes to pay this year. A dollar's worth of taxes

deferred until next year is really a cheaper dollar due to inflation. And

by helping your cash flow you'll probably be saving interest costs.

"Besides, remember that you always have the income averaging option in case

next year turns out to be a bonanza. Income averaging really saves tax dollars,"

says Fuller. "But, it is surprising how little it does for the farmer-taxpayer

in the majority of circumstances."
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TAX TIPS FOR
BUYING OR
SELLING FARM

Immediate release

When you buy or sell a farm you face a host of income tax considerations.

Get a copy of North Central Regional Bulletin No. 43, "Taxmanship in Buying

or Selling a Farm," from your Agricultural Extension Office.

_____________County Extension Director suggests that you

phone or stop in and get one if you are involved in a sale or purchase. The

newly revised publication points out the situations when a capital gains tax

is due from selling your house.

It discusses what is involved in allocating a purchase price between

depreciable assets, the residence and non-depreciable assets. It also tells

you what is eligible for investment credit.

For sellers, it points out the pros and cons of land contracts and their

tax implications.

This is the kind of situation where you may need some consultant help.

However, the bulletin will help you understand the basics so you can talk

intelligently with consultants to be sure they are doing the best possible

job for you.
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BEEF FEEDERS' DAYS
SET FOR DECEMBER

Immediate release

The 1977 Minnesota Cattle Feeders' Report will be presented at six

state locations in December.

University of Minnesota specialists will discuss the latest Minnesota

beef research reports plus several topics of general interest. Dates and

locations:

--Dec. 7, Northwest Experiment Station, Crookston

--Dec. 8, West Central Experiment Station, Morris

--Dec. 9, Crown Restaurant, Granite Falls

--Dec. 12, Fairgrounds (4-H Building), Rochester

--Dec. 15, Southern Experiment Station, Waseca

--Dec. 16, VFW Building, Luverne

All meetings begin at 9:30 a.m. with registration and coffee. Speakers

and topics include:

--New Trends in the Meat Industry, Gene Allen or Dick Epley, U of M

animal scientists

--Using wheat and barley in feedlot cattle rations, H.F. Windels, animal

scientist from the Morris research station

--Contracting as a cattle pricing tool, Ken Egertson, extension economist

--Microbial and nitrogen additives for silage, animal scientist Dick

Goodrich

--Update on Monensin for feedlot cattle, animal scientist Jay Meiske

The sessions are sponsored by the University of Minnesota's Animal Science

Department, Agricultural Extension Service and Agricultural Experiment Station.

# # # #
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IT'S WHAT'S LEFT
AFTER TAXES
THAT COUNTS

Immediate release

Technically your farm business operation may be a "sole proprietorship,"

or a father-son partnership, or even a corporation. But for practical purposes

you can also view it as if you are in a "limited partnership," says Earl Fuller,

extension economist in farm management, University of Minnesota. You are the

general partner with legal relationships with two limited partners, the U.S.

and Minnesota public, and its agents--the income tax collectors: In this complex

society of ours, the public has dealt themselves into your business activities

in a variety of ways.

The public, "your limited partners," provides you with market roads, legal

safeguards to assure you of payment for goods sold, a market news reporting

service, and a host of other helpful or less helpful services and instructions

with which you must deal as part of your business environment.

So, these limited partners of yours "expect" a share of your profits to pay

for these services, whether you use them or not. This presents a host of

implications for your planning and financial management program. Tax management

is important even for Minnesotans with moderate income level~ says Fuller.

"Tax management is particularly important to Minnesota farmers who have a

higher marginal state income tax rate than their counterparts in most states."

For instance, a self-employed family of four with a Federal adjusted gross

income of $14,000 to $16,500 will pay 38 cents of the last dollar of farm income

to their limited partners. Then it drops as the social security maximum is

reached, and does not reach 38 cents again until around $25,000.

II II /I II
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ALFALFA SYMPOSIUM
SET FOR MARCH 7, 8

Immediate release

"Alfalfa--Energy, Protein and Nitrogen" is the theme of the eighth annual

alfalfa symposium March 7-8 at the Radisson South Hotel, Bloomington, Minn.

Nationally known speakers from throughout the U. S. will be on hand.

Advance registration is encouraged and should be received by Feb. 28, 1978.

The advance full conference fee is $18, which includes registration, a luncheon

and a copy of the proceedings. For registration material contact Richard Meronuck,

Office of Special Programs, University of Minnesota, St. Paul 55108. Tel. 612-373-0725.

Poster presentations and agri-business displays will be available for viewing.

There will be round table, concurrent discussions on seeding and establishment,

soil and water, and livestock feeding.

Nationally known speakers will include H. Russel Conrad, dairy science

professor from Ohio State University, who will speak on use of alfalfa protein in

ruminants. The banquet speaker on March 7 will be William D. Loub, from the University

of Illinois Medical Center. His topic will be "Alfalfa and the Drug Metabolizing

Enzyme."

If If If If

(Editors: A more detailed release will be coming in a week or two.)
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NEW U.S. TAX
LIMITS DEDUCTIONS
FOR HOME OFFICE

Immediate release

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 placed some limitations on home office expense

deductions from federal income tax, says Paul Hasbargen, University of Minnesota

extension economist.

Home office expenses can only be deducted to the extent of income derived

from the office in the home. Also, the office must be used exclusively for

business and on a regular basis if expenses are to be deductible.

Deductions may be made if the home office is the taxpayer's principal

place of business or if the home area is used by patients, clients or customers

in the normal course of the taxpaper's trade or business. Deductions may also be

allowed for a structure detached from the dwelling used in connection with the

taxpayer's trade or business.

Deductions will be allowed if the dwelling is the sole fixed location of a

trade or business involving sale of products at retail or wholesale and a specific

part of the residence is used for inventory storage.

Farmers should be able to deduct costs of a home office in most cases,

but they will have to halt any part time use of the office space for non-business

activity, such as use by other family members, Hasbargen says. For many others,

the new law will eliminate deducting the cost of home offices altogether.

CA,IA -daz-
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SALES TAX:
EXPENSE OR A
CAPITAL ITEM?

Immediate release

You have the option, according to IRS, of either expensing out sales tax

and some installation cost paid or adding it to the cost basis of an asset

purchased, according to Earl Fuller, extension economist in farm management

at the University of Minnesota.

With most marginal tax rates and opportunity cost values of money,

adding it to the value of the capital asset provides a greater present value.

If you hit the 50 percent marginal tax bracket this year but do not expect

to be there in coming years, then the reverse would be the case.

If you are not vaying any taxes at all this year due to low income,

then quite obviously it would be better to capitalize it in order to have

the depreciation available in future years. But for the 30 to 40 percent marginal

tax bracket, where many Minnesota farmers find themselves, the thing to do is add

it to the value of the capital asset.

# # # #
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SPECIAL SHORT COURSE SCHEDULE (December - May 1978)

December 5,6,
7, 13

December 7
April 1

December 7

December 7

December 10

December 12-14

December 15

January 10

January 10

Forest Owners and Users Conference, Dec. 5, St. Paul; Dec. 6,
Duluth; Dec. 7, Grand Rapids; Dec. 13, Rochester. For forest
landowners and others who supply or use firewood. The topic
is wood burning stoves and fireplaces.*EA

Meats Up-Dating, Meat Science Lab, St. Paul Campus. For foods
educators who desire to stay current on latest topics concerning
meat.*GW

Beef Cattle Day, NW Experiment Station, Crookston.+

Swine Health Clinic, Legion Club, Fairmont. For swine producers
and veterinarians.*GW

Grain Judging Workshop, Agronomy Building, St. Paul Campus.
For vocational agriculture instructors. Workshop topics will
include: 1. Introduction to' the official rules of the grain
grading section of the FFA contest and U.S. grain grading hand
book. 2. Practice with written grain grading problems. 3.
Practice with grain samples as used in contests.*CN

Combined Soils, Fertilizer and Agricultural Pesticides Short
Course, Minneapolis Auditorium. To present information on soils,
fertilizers, and pesticides used in the production and marketing
of food and fiber. For professional and technical personnel
and those engaged in production agriculture.*EA

Beef Day, Southern Experiment Station, Waseca.+

Swine Day, Southern EXPeriment Station, Waseca.+

Heating With Wood, Downtown Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis. Principles,
facts, and economics of using various wood burning devices for
manufacturers, distributors, salespersons, builders, consumers
and others.*EA

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*Forfurther information
CN--qurtis Norenberg
RM--Richard Meronuck
GW--Oerald Wagner
EA--~ugene Anderson
CC--Ohere Coggins

call Office of Special Programs
612-373-0725

"
"
"
"

+For further information call the Research or Experiment Station
desi~ated.
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Jan. 10-12; Jan.
18-20; Jan. 31
Feb. 2; Feb. 7-9;
Feb. 21-23, Feb.
28-Mar. 2; Mar.
21-23; Mar. 28-30;
April 4-6

January 17-20

January 16-19

January 19,31
February 1

January 25

January 31,
February 7,14

Janaury 31

January 31,
February 1,2,6,
7,8,9,13,14,15,
16,20,21,22,23,
27,28,
March 1,2,6,7,
8,9,13,14,16,
20,21,23,27

February 6-17

February 7,

February 11

Home Sewage Treatment Workshops, Jan. 10-12, St. Cloud; Jan. 18
20, Brooklyn Park; Jan. 3l-Feb. 2, Rochester; Feb. 7-9, Arden
Hilts; Feb. 21-23, Brainerd; Feb. 28-Mar. 2, Mankato; Mar. 21-23
Bloomington; Mar. 28-30, Fergus Falls; Apr. 4-5, Grand Rapids.
For county sanitarians, zoning officers, contractors, county
planners, public health inspectors and building inspectors.*GW

Texas Feedlot Tour to Amarillo, Texas. The tour will provide a
four-day study tour to inform Minnesota cattle feeders and other
corn belt beef industry people about the nature of the competition
from commercial feedlots in the Southwest.*GW

Better Process Control, Radisson Downtown Hotel, Minneapolis.
Provi.des training, examination and certification for employees
of canning factories.*GW

Branch Station Field Days, Jan. 19, Morris; Jan. 31, Waseca;
Feb. 1, Lamberton.+

Beef Cow-Calf Day, NW Exp. Station, Crookston.+

Managing your Dairy Future, Holiday Inn South, Rochester, Minnesota.
Provide a 3-day workshop for the professional dairyman considering
expansion replacing obsolete and inefficient facilities or improving
his profit potential by the wise use of his land, labor, capital,
and management resources.*GW

Winter Crops Day, Southern Exp. Station, Waseca.+

1978 Consumer Housing Short Course--Building your Home, Jan. 31,
Feb. 7,14,2l,28,Mar. 7, Edina; Feb. 1,8,15,22,Mar. 1,8, Brooklyn
Park; Feb. 2,9,16,23, Mar. 2,9, St. Cloud; Feb. 6,13,20,27, Mar.
6,13, Shakopee; Feb. 9,16,23, Mar. 2,9,16, Eagan; Feb. 13,27,
Mar. 6,13,20,27, White Bear Lake; Feb. 14,21,28, Mar. 7,14,21,
Anoka; Feb. 16,23, Mar. 2,9,16,23, Elk River. To provide consumers
anticipating building or buying a house with information that con
tributes to rational decision-making. Emphasis is on single-family
detached units, especially new construction.*CC

Lumbermen's Short Course, Kaufert Laboratory of Forest Products,
St. Paul Campus. To bring retail lumber personnel up-to-date on
new ideas and techniques; acquaint industry with the University's
teaching, research and facilities; and train personnel in the building
supply field. For lumber and building material industry personnel and
peop~e working with the lumber industry in support activities.*EA

Garden Store Operators, Feb. 7, Casa de Roma, Duluth, 610 E 4th St.,
Dulu~h; Feb. 15-16, St. Paul Campus. Updated horticultural infor
matipn and current business trends and problems. For nurserymen,
flor~sts and store operators.*RM

Green Holiday, Sheraton Inn NW, Brooklyn Center. Focus on house
plants, care, selection, new types and location.*RM
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February 14, 21,

February 15

February 17-26

February 21

February 28

February 28,
March 1,2,3,
6,7,14,15,16,
17,21,22,28,
29,30,31

March 1,3,7,
15,17,22,29,
31

March 7-8

March 8,9,15,16

March 9

March 8-9

Quality Assurance Workshops, Food Service Sanitation, Feb. 14, 21,
St. Paul; Feb. , Albert Lea; Feb. , Alexandria. For persons
in bhe food service industry and state sanitarians. The purpose
is to achieve quality assurance by preparing a sanitation plan for
the food service establishment.*CC (Exact dates to be announced later.)

Maple Syrup Short Course, Peters Hall, St. Paul Campus. Program
is for people interested in learning about the art and science of
working the sugar bush.*EA

Red River Valley Winter Shows, NW Exp. Station, Crookston.+

Shade Tree Short Course, Radisson Downtown Hotel, Minneapolis.
Demonstrations and information on shade tree maintenance techniques.
For arborists, nurserymen, park administrators, landscape main
tenance superintendents, and all individuals concerned with shade
tree preservation.*RM

Beef Cow-Calf Health Clinic, Edgewood Bluff, Lake Benton, MN.
For cattlemen, veterinarians, veterinary technicians.+

Commercial Applicators Pesticide Workshops, Feb. 28-Mar. 1, Rochester;
Mar. 2-3, Mankato; Mar. 6-7, St. Paul; Mar. 14-15, Marshall;
Mar. 16-17, Morris; Mar. 21-22, St. Cloud; Mar. 28-29, Grand Rapids;
Mar. 30-31, Crookston. For pesticide dealers, custom applicators,
educators and regulatory personnel. To provide information on plant
and animal pest problems and" pesticides and will enable applicators
to qualify for or renew their licenses.*EA

Municipal Tree Inspectors Workshop (replaces Dutch Elm Disease
and Oak Wilt Tree Inspector Short Course), Mar. 1, Rochester; Mar. 3,
Mankato; Mar. 7, St. Paul; Mar. 15, Marshall; Mar. 17, Morris;
Mar. 22, St. Cloud; Mar. 29, Grand Rapids; Mar. 31, Crookston.
Training and testing opportunities will be provide so participants
can become certified as a Minnesota Tree Inspector.*EA

Alfalfa Institute National Symposium, Radisson South Hotel,
Bloomington. A national symposium on the production and utiliza
tion of alfalfa. Research results and producer expertise will be
presented.*RM

Fair Management Short Course, Mar. 8, Elks Club, Owatonna; Mar. 9,
Donovan's Center, Redwood Falls; Mar. 15, Holiday Inn, Detroit Lakes;
Mar. 16, Tobie's Restaurant, Hinckley. For fair board members,
fair officers, superintendents and supervisors who have management
responsibilities for county, district and state fairs.*CN

Marine Operators Conference, (location to be announced). The
courSe is for the marine industry of Minnesota. The purpose is
to b~ing together the marine operators of the state to talk about
federal and state regulations and the business outlook.*RM

Pest ,Control Operators Conference, Sheraton Inn Northwest, Brooklyn
Park, Minnesota. Current information on identification, prevention
and safe control of structural pests.*EA
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March 9-10

March 14

March 17-18

March 19-20

March 20-22

March 20,21
22,28,29,

March 20,21,22
23,29,30,31,
April 4,5,6,7

March 21

March 22

March 28

April 4

Minnesota Commercial Aerial Applicators Workshop, Arrowwood Lodge,
Alexandria. Designed for aerial pesticide dealers. To provide
information on plant and animal pest problems and pesticides
accreditation for retention of the pesticide applicator's license.*RM

Dairy Day, Southern Exp. Station, Waseca.+

Beekeepers Short Course, Hodson Hall, St. Paul Campus. For hobby
beekeepers and all others interested in beekeeping.*EA

Commercial Small Fruit Growers, North Star Ballroom, St. Paul
Campus. For commercial small fruit growers.*RM

Liquefied Petroleum Gas, St. Paul Campus. A concentrated study
program on the latest technical service, and commercial develop
ments in liquefied petroleum gas equipment and appliances. For
servicemen and technicians in the Minnesota gas industry.*CN

Forest Owners and Users Conference, March 20, St. Paul; March 21,
Duluth; March 22, Grand Rapids; March 28, Bemidji; March 29,
Rochester,*EA

Township Officers Short Course, March 20, U of M Technical College,
Waseca; March 21, Holiday Inn South, Rochester; March 22, Orchid Inn,
Sleepy Eye; March 23', Southwest State Univ., Marshall; March 29,
Moose Lodge, Brainerd; March 30, St. Johns Univ., Collegeville;
March 31, Community College,Willmar; April 4, Holiday Inn, Fergus
Falls; April 5, AVTI, Detroit Lakes; April 6, Auditorium,
Thief River Falls; April 7, Rainbow Inn, Grand Rapids. To help
officers understand their roles and responsibilities and provide
them with technical knowledge and updated reference materials for
the township officers handbook.*GW

Minnesota Livestock Industry Day and Annual Meeting, Minnesota
Livestock Breeder's Association, U of M Technical College, Waseca.
Latest trends and issues in the livestock industry and their im
plications for the Minnesota Livestock Breeders.*CN

Combined Turf and Athletic Turf Short Course, (location to be
announced). For personnel responsible for the upkeep of athletic
fields. The course will cover sod management, fertilizer rates
and recommended analysis, disease control, implications of the
energy shortage on the turf industry, efficient fertilizer use,
grass seed availability, minimum maintenance and quality turf.*RM

Dairy Day, NW Exp. Station, Crookston.+

Land Use Workshop, Anoka County Activity Center. To enable secondary
school teachers to develop land use planning materials for use in
their classes.*EA
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April 7

April 8

April 13

April 23-26

April 25

May 3

May 19-21

Food Day, 1978, McGuires Inn, St. Paul. For home economists,
home economics educators and consumers interested in current
topiqs and controversies related to food science and nutrition*CC

Annual Spring Clinic for Horsemen, Animal Science-Veterinary
Medicine Building, University of Minnesota, St. Paul. Educational
programs on subjects of current interest to horsemen. For horsemen,
owners, breeders, saddle club members, 4-H project members,
stable owners and managers, and others.*GW

Annual College of Home Economics Conference--"Rethinking Quality
of Life", McNeal Hall, St. Paul Campus. To facilitate dialogue
among business leaders, public policy makers, community agency
representatives and University faculty on the questions and issues
implied by a changing resource base.*CC

Minnesota FFA Convention and Leadership Conference, St. Paul Campus.
To promote a learning experience for vocational agriculture students
and FFA members.*CN

Nature Photography Workshop, Wildflower Photography, Peters Hall.
St. Paul Campus. For amateur photographers and naturalists inter
ested in recording the natural world with a camera.*EA

Minnesota Agriculture, Dakota County. A workshop to enable secondary
school teachers to become acquainted with modern agricultural
production.*EA

Minnesota State Fire School, St. Paul Campus. For volunteer and
paid fire department personnel, city officials and interested
government and industry personnel who deal in fire safety,
prevention, control and rescue and first aid work.*EA
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TIPS ON CHOOSING
CHRISTMAS PLANTS

rrr:-£
ATT: Extension H~~¥S
Immediate release

. If you're buying a plant as a Christmas gift or as a decorative accent for

your own home, you rna' wonder whether to buy one with flowers in bud or in full

bloom.

That depends on the plant you choose, according to horticulturists at the

University of Minnesota. Here are some suggestions on what to look for in selecting

holiday plants.

Poinsettia--If pilnk or white would be best. in the color scheme of the room,

you may want to select one in those colors. To many people, however, the familiar

cluster of scarlet or ~rimson is the only poinsettia to choose. In that case,

look for plants with bright red bracts and healthy looking green leaves. If the

plant is already producing pollen, it has reached the peak of its maturity and

will not last long in ~he home.

Choose a low or t~ll plant depending on where it is to be displayed. For a

table centerpiece, you will want a low plant. If you want to set it on the floor,

a larger, taller plant may be best. Remember that the poinsettia is always more

attractive when viewed from above.

Azalea, Christmas begonia and cvclamen--These flowering plants will last for

several weeks if purch~sed with a display of open flowers but with enough buds

to provide continuing l)loom.

Jerusalem cherry- Select a plant with brightly colored fruits and fresh,

dark green leaves.

-more-
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add 1--tips on choosi g Christmas plants

Chrysanthemum ~-C oose a plant with most of the flowers open but with some

buds to extend the fl wering period.

Once the plant i in your home, keep it in bright light during the day and

in a cool room at nig t. Check the soil each day for moisture and provide enough

room temperature wate. This treatment will extend the period of bloom as long

as possible. Always eep plants away from radiators and from hot and cold air

drafts.

-dmn-
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HOME CANNING EASY
AND FUN IN 4-H

4-H NEWS

Immediate release

,
j

CHICAGO--One of every three American households now cans fruit and vegetables

at home, according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture. In rural areas, one of

two households cans each year.

Home canning can be easy and fun, especially for young people 9-19 in the

national 4-H food preservation program conducted by the Agricultural Extension

Service and supported by Kerr Glass Manufacturing Corp.

Program members learn to can and freeze produce from their own gardens or local

markets. Fruits and vegetables that have been carefully selected and properly

processed supplement the family's food supply year-round and add important nutrients

to the diet.

Practical 4-H food preservation projects and activities teach girls and boys

how to choose equipment, handle food safely and preserve a variety of foods including

fruits, vegetables, meats, pickles, juices, jellies and preserves.

To recognize outstanding accomplishments in the program, Kerr offers awards

ranging from six $1,000 scholarships nationally to four medals of honor in each

county. One 4-H'er per state can win an expense-paid trip to the 56th National 4-H

Congress in Chicago Nov. 27-Dec. 1.

All winners are chosen by the Agricultural Extension Service. Awards are

arranged and announced by National 4-H Council. More information is available from

county extension agents.

# # # #
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NO ALFATOXIN FOUND
IN MINNESOTA CORN

Immediate release

The 1977 Minnesota corn crop is "relatively free" of aflatoxin, scientists

say.

However, any contaminated corn that contains more than 20 parts per billion

(ppb) aflatoxin is subject to seizure by the Food and Drug Administration.

Aflatoxin is a toxin produced by a mold, Aspergillus flavus. It has been

especially troublesome in 1977 corn harvested in Southeastern states, says Richard

Meronuck, extension plant pathologist at the University of Minnesota.

"Aflatoxin is a compound known to cause cancer in experimental animals, plus

death, hemorrhages, anorexia, poor feed efficiency and depressed immune response

in livestock and poultry.

"The amount of aflatoxin that would affect humans is unknown, but levels of

100-200 ppb and greater have been known to affect livestock. The first symptom

of aflatoxin poisoning in most livestock is a drop in production. Death may result

if a sufficient amount of the toxin is consumed."

There was some concern in southern Minnesota due to several "black light

positive" corn samples. The black light test is a preliminary test for aflatoxin.

Further tests of the suspect samples proved negative, Meronuck says.

The best field screening method available is the black light method, says Meronuck.

Cracked corn is passed under a long wave black light. Testers watch for "glowers,"

or kernels fluorescing with a bright green yellow fluorescence (BGYF). The test

can be used on corn, sorghum, wheat, barley or cottonseed kernels that were living

at the time the aflatoxin was produced.

-more-
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add I--no aflatoxin found

Apparently, seed that has been killed by high temperature drying will not

produce BGYF, since a living enzyme is necessary for the fluorescent reaction.

A BGYF does not come from aflatoxin, but is a unique fluorescence associated with

the growth of the Aspergillus flavus mold in living seed.

If a positive BGYF is observed, you need a specific chemical procedure to

determine if aflatoxin is actually present. "It's important not to make a final

judgment of whether the corn contains aflatoxin without actually chemically testing

for aflatoxin," says Meronuck. "The black light test is a presumptive test only

and it gives many false positives."

Some large elevators in Minnesota are equipped to do the black light test.

If you wish to buy a black light for on-farm use, you must get one of the right

wave length (3,650 Angstroms or 365nm).

A number of confirming tests are available for suspect corn. More details

are available from the University of Minnesota's Department of Plant Pathology or

the Minnesota Department of Agriculture.

If you send a grain sample in for aflatoxin analysis, a "biased" sample may

be more revealing than a representative one, says Meronuck.

Corn selected from a bin in the area where leaks have occurred or caked

feed may be more appropriate for analysis. A small amount of grain in the lot

may be the main source of contamination. When sampling grain that does not

appear caked or spoiled, a five-pound sample from a probe or grain stream sample

is recommended.

II II II tI
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DAIRY FARMERS
SWITCHING BACK
TO TIE-STALLS

Immediate release

Minnesota dairymen appear to be switching back to tie-stall housing when they

build or remodel, according to a University of Minnesota survey.

Of the dairymen building new or extensively remodeling housing facilities,

the percentage going to free-stalls has dropped from 41 percent in 1967-68 to

24 percent in 1975-76.

The survey was conducted by University of Minnesota extension dairy specialists.

There were over 3,000 responses to the survey from dairymen with Holstein herds

who had been enrolled in the Dairy Herd Improvement (DHI) program for at least one

year. Entitled "Trends in Minnesota Dairying," it is available from Extension Dairy,

Haecker Hall, University of Minnesota, St. Paul 55108.

The survey showed that cows in stall barn systems produced about 500 pounds

more milk than cows in free-stall barns. Factors that contribute to this difference

include herd size, difference in feed quality and inability to handle cows individu-

ally or in small groups (milking strings) in some free-stall barns.

Production level did not differ significantly between the cold (13,590 lb.)

and warm (13,460 lb.) free-stall systems.

Eighty percent of the owners housed and milked their cows in stanchion or tie-

stall barns. Fourteen percent of the existing barns were free-stall systems, with

the cold systems outnumbering the warm systems 2.5 to 1. Most milking was done

with pipeline milking systems (65 percent), although 40 percent of the stall-barn

operators still use buckets.

ff If If ff
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CHRISTMAS TOYS:
DOCTOR KITS FOR BOYS,
DOLLS FOR GIRLS?

Are some toys 0 ly for boys and others only for girls? Ronald Pitzer,

extension family lif specialist at the University of Minnesota, reports that a

Roper Public OpinIon Survey of nearly 4,000 persons showed some sex preferences

for various types of toys.

More than 90 pe cent of those polled thought stuffed animals were good for

either boys or girls and 78 percent felt the same way about doctor kits. Thirteen

percent, however, sa d doctor kits should go only to boys.

Other toys stro gly associated with only one sex included toy guns and war

toys for boys and te sets, dolls, doll houses and furniture for girls. Those

favored less strongl for a particular sex included electric trains, toy cars and

trucks, construction and model kits, but about half of the respondents

agreed that these to s could be suitable for either boys or girls. B-B guns were

mentioned as preferr for boys, but more than half of the survey participants

said they were not g d for any child.

themselves whether they agree with the Roper Survey results.

Pitzer suggests that parents think about their own attitudes toward children's

toys. They

Why shouldn't girls p ay with cars or boys with dolls? Why are certain toys

favored for only one ex? Is it based on children's preferences or adult prejudices?

II II II II

HOW TO SELECT
CHRISTMAS TOYS

Playing with toy is serious business for children. Selecting and buying them

should be taken just s seriously by adults, says Ronald Pitzer, ex~ension family

life specialist at th University of Minnesota.

-more-
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Safety should e a top consideration, he says. Durable, well-finished toys

with no sharp edges or splintery plastic are good choices.

In general, to s for preschoolers should be large enough for inexperienced

fingers to handle, ightweight, washable and non-brittle. Toddlers like push-pull

toys, puzzles with arge pieces, blocks and soft, cuddly toys.

equipment. Older children and teens appreciate model kits,

of skill, Pitzer says.

tops, kites and spo

Children in th lower grades enjoy dolls and accessories, jacks, marbles,

science kits and ga

"Remember to s lect toys that fit your child's interests and not yours,"

Pitzer cautions.

if /I /I /I

HOLIDAYS OFFER
CHANCES TO TEACH

Christmas is a ood time to teach your children some basic lessons of safety,

science and human rations, according to Ronald Pitzer, extension family life

specialist at the U versity of Minnesota.

For example, Ch istmas lights provide the chance for discussion about the

wonders of electrici y and how a person should respect its potential hazards.

Pitzer suggests that if a short circuit develops or a light burns out, children

may be interested in knowing the "why" and "how" of repairing it. This is a basic

lesson in safety,

The Christmas

Older children can

ee can arouse curiosity and lead to learning, Pitzer says.

to the library to learn some facts and legends about this

h liday symbol. The can teach younger brothers, sisters, and adults, what they

have learned.

Receiving prese ts is an exercise in human relations. Pitzer says many

children are possess ve with their gifts, but some encouragement and discussion

about sharing could ake the day more pleasant for everyone. They can learn how

to enjoy their new t ys and still be kind and considerate to others in the family.

/I /1 /I /I
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COPING WITH THE
TV TOY SELL

Toy manufactur have been "working on" your children for weeks via their

lavish television p omotions of certain toys. Ronald Pitzer, extension family life

specialist at the U iversity of Minnesota, says advertisers are skillful in the

ways they whet chil rents appetites for certain toys. They often promote a few

toys heavily, makin the child feel he or she can't live without the gift.

If your child lamors for expensive toys shown on television, meet the problem

Listen to what he or she wants. Check the toy out and

Christmas morning. It may be a difficult task, Pitzer says,

If the toy doe measure up, sit down with your child and explain why it

evaluate its safety cost and suitability for your child.

but it's better tha allowing the child to anticipate something that won't ever

head-on, Pitzer adv

won't be under the

happen.

It's easier, h says, to steer some children towards a gift you may already

have on your list. ffer an older child the alternative of saving to buy the toy.

This tactic teaches he value of money, too.

II II 11 II

LAST MINUTE
GIFT IDEAS

Still looking f r that special gift but despairing that you may never find it?

Ronald Pitzer, exten ion family life specialist at the University of Minnesota,

says the perfect for a child may be handier than you think.

For younger chi dren, he suggests these gifts:

* A "dress up" box or old suitcase filled with discarded hats, vests, dresses,

purses, an old brief case, beads, scarves and bits of old costumes.

* A carton or crate for playing store or house. A crate for a piano or

refrigerator can be house, theater or hideaway with a little imagination.

-more-
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about gracious givi g and receiving from your example.

exchange gifts, remember that you're making a big

in the way you accept gifts. Ronald Pitzer, extension

HELPING CHILDREN LEARN
THE ART OF GIVING

to a magazine the youngster buys regularly?

ether you are aware of it or not, children are learning

hand mirror, treasured picture, pocket watch, piece of silver

When family m

"No matter how appropriate or inappropriate your Christmas gift from a child

fI fI fI fI

He suggests pa ents try to share their own pleasure in giving gifts. They

-more-

He says childr n should be encouraged to make at least some of their presents.

* Wood scraps in assorted sizes and shapes plus a hammer, nails and a

Children can e innovative in their gift giving, too, Pitzer says. They

Older childre may appreciate a sentimental gift with a note explaining its

Although there aren t many useful things that a child can make, the old standbys

pre-school child if not to parents.

may want to give p rents something different this year such as certificates for

add 3--christmas t ys

impression on your

sharing is vital.

should never compla n about "having to give" or about not receiving enough.

so many hours of b bysitting for younger brothers and sisters, a certain number of

such as clay ash tr ys, felt bookmarks, potholders and calendars are new to a

storage box can of er a little older child hours of entertainment.

meaning. Perhaps

may be, remember th t it was picked out as an expression of love and should be

of car washes or s many breakfasts in bed.

about a subscripti

family life special st at the University of Minnesota, says your example in gift

or special book wi I be as meaningful to a young teen as it is to you. Or how

received the same w y," Pitzer says.



add 4--christmas to s

Parents roles hou1d be limited to getting the materials together and

giving the child on y as much help as is needed to make it alone. "Let

children make somet ing that looks good to them no matter how it looks to you,"

Pitzer advises. you accept the effort sincerely without smoothing the clay

or taking an extra titch in the felt, the child will feel the joy of creating

and the good will 0 giving."

If you have to comment on a child's work, stick to, "Wasn't that fun to make?"

or "I'll bet Aunt M ry will be happy that you thought to make a present for her." "

Gushing, insincere raise will not fool a child, Pitzer says.

If II II II
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TRAINING FOR PRIVATE
PESTICIDE APPLICATORS

Training for certification of private pesticide applicators will be conducted

(date or dates)(county name)
County Extension Service on---------------by the

a t ----:- --:- _

(cities)

The meetings will start at and end at---;---c-------- ---:-----:-------
(time) (time)

(meeting places)
in the-----,----.,---------:-----

says that state and
(name)

County Extension Director
--------:---~-------

federal laws require that anyone who uses or supervises the use of certain

restricted use pesticides must be certified.

In Minnesota a private applicator is one who produces an agricultural

commodity for sale or other use and includes farmers, commercial vegetable and

fruit growers, florists, nurserymen, Christmas tree growers, sod and seed

growers (delete those not applicable) but does not include horne owners.

This training is not intended for licensed commercial applicators who apply

pesticides for hire.

For additional information, contact the Extension Office.

ff ff ff It
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PESTICIDE TRAINING
SESSION FOR FARMERS

___~------~----_Countyfarmers will be able to take part in training
(County name)

dates)(date or
for certification as private pesticide applicators on---:c-::-----------

County Extension Director, ~--~-----------. who is in charge of the
(name)

(town or towns)
training, announced that certification training will be held in ----------------

at the from to----------,.-------- ---------------
(meeting, room locations) (hours) (hours)

(CDE name)
says that the Federal EPA is in the process of------.,--------,----------

classifying all pesticides for general or restricted use. Only certified

applicators will be able to use or supervise the use of those pesticides with

restricted uses, he said.

This training will qualify those farmers who complete it to be certified

when they purchase restricted use chemicals at their dealers.

This training is not for home owners nor for certification or licensing of

(name)
commercial or custom sprayers who apply chemicals for hire---------------

_____________,added.

For more information, contact The County Extension Office.

If If If If
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DEW'S EFFECT ON HERBICIDE
PERFORMANCE VARIES

Immediate release

How does dew affect performance of your postemergence herbicide treatment?

A University of Minnesota researcher says it may vary from improved weed control,

to no effect, to decreased weed control.

"Effect of dew on a herbicide's effectiveness varies according to the

specific herbicide, its formulation and the weeds involved," says Richard Behrens,

University of Minnesota weed science researcher.

Behrens has identified three groups of herbicides in a two-year study where

he used a dew "simulator" in the laboratory.

One group consisting of atrazine, barban (Carbyne) and cyanazine (Bladex)

showed better weed control when dew was present when the herbicide was applied,

or if dew formed on the weeds soon after the herbicide application.

A second group--bentazon (Basagran), dicamba (Banvel), glyphosate (Roundup)

and 2,4-D amine showed reduced effectiveness from dew. "Greatest reduction in weed

injury occurred when the dew formed after the herbicide treatments," Behrens said.

The third group consisting of difenzoquat (Avenge) and 2,4-D ester showed

little change in effectiveness from dew deposits made either before or after

herbicide application.

Behrens says there is enough difference in herbicide effectiveness from dew

to make a practical difference for farm use. Improved Bladex performance from

de~J has been observed on Minnesota farms. However, in Behrens' tests with the

Bladex application on mustard, (the combination of weed and herbicide that showed

the best response to dew) the application rate was only one-fourth pound per acre,

less than what most farmers would apply. Higher rates could negate some of the

impr.oved performance caused by the dew.

-more-



add I--dew's effect on herbicide

"But our studies show that dew can be a significant factor in determining

the effectiveness of herbicides," Behrens concludes.

He gave a paper on the subject at the North Central Weed Control Conference

in St. Louis, MO. Dec. 6-8.

III/It 1/
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FARMING FUTURE
BRIGHT, CHALLENGING,
FREEH PREDICTS

f/7-S~
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Immediate Release~/i V

Trips to the Soviet Union and Cuba bring the strengths of American

agriculture into focus, said LaVern A. Freeh, assistant dean of the Institute

of Agriculture, Forestry and Home Economics at the University of Minnesota.

In remarks prepared for a speech at the Minnesota Farm Bureau Convention

Tuesday (Dec. 6), Freeh compared the U. S. system of agriculture with that in,

RUSAia and Cuba, both countries that he has visited recently. Although each

country is making progress and the citizens seem to be happy, Freeh saii they

Ruffer from few incentives to work harder or more productively. Poor quality

workmanship and a shortage of consumer goods result.

Agriculture in the U. S. is strong, Freeh said, because of its major

difference with the Russian and Cuban systems. "Their system is run by a few;

our system depends on each of us," he said. "Involvement and responsibility

are the prices we pay. Freedom and opportunity are the rewards."

If we surrender control of any portion of our free enterprise system to

the government, we pay a high price. He said he is worried about the rapid

expansion of our iovernment controls and regulations.

"This country achieved its independence by curbing the excesses of a

powerful government," Freeh said. "It would be tragic if we were to drift back

into the abuses that our ancestors sought to escape 200 years ago."

-more-



add I--farrning future

He challenged his audience to keep the balance from tipping toward

government control. "It will be extremely important that each of us use our

efforts and energies to see to it that our vast accumulation of government power

is not exploited by selfish, unwise, ambitious people in the years ahead."

This calls for active involvement by every citizen, he said. "Problems

re18ted to agriculture, food, population and poverty around the world are massive,

complex and difficult to resolve," Freeh said. "But we have the capability and

the system to deal with these problems if we have the will."

Despite such worldwide problems, Freeh predicted a bright future for

American agriculture. He cautioned, however, that the years ahead could be

difficult. They will be filled with problems and frustration, but the prospects

for overcoming them are good.

Freeh said, "We have established an outstanding record in agriculture in

America because we were optimistic, innovative and willing to work hard for our

objectives . . • We now need to use that same combination to build an even better

agricultural industry in America and throughout the world."

We will accomplish this, Freeh said, by tapping the strengths of our research

and educational institutions, our food and agribusiness enterprises and our people.

We also must get involved in the development of sound food and agricultural policy

and try to tell our story to those who aren't a part of agriculture. That way

they will better understand the problems facing alr1culture.

A climate of understanding is essential for agriculture's support to grow,

Freeh said. It will help give farmers and ranchers equal opportunities and a

stronger base of research and education upon which to draw.

The health of agriculture in America ten years from now will be a reflection

of how well and how willingly we involve ourselves in the industry's development

in the late 1970's, Freeh predicted.

-dmn-
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NEW ROLLER HERBICIDE
APPLICATOR TESTED BY UM

Immediate release

A new rollp.r herbicide applicator being evaluated by the University of

Minnesota may offer farmerR additional options in their weed control programs.

The roller applj.cRtor was evaluated for selectively applying glyphosate

(Roundup) as a broadc8Bt treatment to tall growing weeds in Kentucky bluegrass

seed fields in northern Minnesota. But the roller applicator may also become

popular for controlling tall weeds in sugarbeet and soybean fields, says Donald

Wyse, University of Minnesota agronomist.

"There are no herbicides to selectively control some perennial weeds in

crops such as bluegrass, soybeans and sugarbeets," says Wyse. But this

applicator lets you apply nonselective herbicides with very limited crop injury.

Cost of application is reduced since the herbicide solution is applied only when

weeds are present.

Cost of applying the roller treatment to the Bluegrass fields ranged from

$3 to $8 per acre to control reed canarygrass and quackgrass. A broadcast

treatment would have cost about $30, Wyse says. In addition, the roller treatment

lets you selectively kill tbe large weeds and save the bluegrass crop. Spraying

would have killed the bluegrass.

The roller treatment may be practical whenever there's at least an 8-10 inch

np.ight differential between tall weeds and the growing crop. The roller applicator

treats the tall vegetation, but not the shorter crop such as bluegrass, soybeans

or sugarbeets.

-more-



add l--new roller herbicide

The applicator consists of a carpet covered horizontal rolling tube which is

attached to a frame. The frame is mounted on a swather in place of the header.

A variable speed hydraulic motor allows the speed of the roller to be varied from

zero to 150 rpm.

The carpet covered roller wipes the herbicide solution on the tall growing

weeds as the swather moves across the field. The herbicide solution is applied

only when the weeds come in contact with the roller. The herbicide solution is

retained on the roller without dripping due to the rotation of the roller.

Quantity of herbicide solution on the roller can be kept constant regardless

of weed population by varying the speed of the hydraulic controlled solution pump.

Wyse gave a paper on the new roller herbidide applicator at the North Central

Weed Control Conference in St. Louis, MO., nec. 6-8.
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UM TO TEST DIESEL
ALCOHOL MIX FOR

FARM TRACTORS

I

~

Immediate release

The University of Minnesota has received a $50,000 grant from the

Minnesota Energy Agency to measure the feasibility of mixing alcohol with

diesel fuel for farm tractors.

The project, to be carried out by the Departments of Agricultural

Engineering and Agricultural Economics, must be completed by December 31, 1978

for submission to the 1979 Legislature.

Although the project will involve a year of engine testing and a

feasibility study by economists, its short term nature may not accurately

reflect its practicality. "In one year we probably won't be able to test the

fuel's long range effect on engines," says Arnold F1ikke, head of the

University's Agricultural Engineering Department.

The ethyl alcohol supplement to the diesel fuel will be derived from

agricultural residues.

II II II
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NEW RECOMMENDED CROP
VARIETIES FOR '78
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Immediate release/'\, .:::..,.
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The new recommended field crop variety list for 1978 has been released

by the University of Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station.

Lyon oats was added to the recommended list when it was released in 1977,

and it seems to be performing very well, says Roy Thompson, extension agronomist

at the University of Minnesota.

Froker oats was removed from the recommended list. Froker has yielded well

and been a good variety. However, it is more susceptible to smut than some other

recommended varieties. Anyone wishing to continue growing Froker from an area

where smut has been a problem should treat the seed, Thompson says.

Wared hard red spring wheat was added to the recommended list. Wared was

released in Washington and is a sister selection to Era. Wared does not quite

equal Era in yield but is comparable with other varieties on the recommended list.

Wared has higher protein than Era but is similar in most other characteristics.

Dufferin flax was released in Canada and added to Minnesota's recommended

list as a variety for early seeding. It is a later maturing variety that does

not do well when sown after late Mayor early June.

For field beans, the T-39 variety was added to the list as a variety of the

class black turtle soup. This class of beans can be grown in Minnesota and

provides another opportunity for bean production.

Recommendations were made for buckwheat for the first time. "We've seen

increased buckwheat production and a demand for large seeded buckwheat in Japan,"

Thompson says. "The variety Mancan is satisfactory for this purpose and it has

performed well in Minnesota tests."

-more-



add l--new recommended crop

More complete information is available from county extension agents.

Early in 1978 the new publication entitled "Varietal Trials." (Misc. Report 24)

will be available at county extension offices throughout the state. The

report will have detailed yield data and descriptions of the recommended varieties.

The recommended list of field crop varieties for 1978 is as follows:

Montcalm
Emerson
Snow-Bunting, Snow-Flake and

Barley:

Oats:

Rye:

Wheat:

Millet:

Flax:

Soybeans:

Dry Beans:

Dry Peas:

Buckwheat:

Annual Canarygrass:

Bonanza. Larker and Manker

Chief. Lodi, Lyon. Noble and Stout

Puma and Rymin

Hard Red Spring: Era. Kitt, Olaf and Wared
Durum: Cando, Crosby. Rugby and Ward
Winter: Gent. Minter and Winoka

White proso: Sawn. Minco
Red proso: Cerise and Turghai
Foxtail: Empire

Culbert, Dufferin, Linott and Norstar

Ada, Altona, Clay, Corsoy. Evans, Harcor. Hodgson,
Steele, Swift, Wells and Wilkin

Dark Red Kidney:
Great Northern:
Navy: Seafarer,

Up-Land
Pinto: Ul 114
Small White: Aurora
Black Turtle Soup: T-39

Century

Mancan

Alden

Forage grass and legume recommendations were discontinued.
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KEEP TRAGEDY OUT
OF CHRISTMAS
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Immediate release

Christmas is one of the happiest times of the year. But that happiness can

quickly turn to tragedy if a fire occurs during the holidays.

"So many of our Christmas decorations are real fire hazards," says Frank

Oberg, University of Minnesota, FIRE Center staffer. "We've got to take extra

steps to make sure the holiday season isn't marred by fire."

Christmas trees--whether natural or artificial--can be real fire hazards.

If you have a natural tree, keep it fresh. Put the tree in a water-filled

holder, and keep it away from heat sources, like fireplaces and radiators.

Above all, don't rely on "flame-resistant" coatings or sprays. "No one's

invented a way to improve on Mother Nature. A fresh tree is still the safest

natural tree," says Oberg.

Artificial trees should bear the UL (Underwriters Laboratory) label. Some

unlabeled plastic trees will burn like torches when exposed to heat or flame.

Metallic trees won't burn, but Christmas lights shouldn't be used on them--the

danger of an electrical short is too great. Instead, you should use colored

spotlights around your metallic tree.

Christmas tree lights can also be a source of danger. Your lights should also

carry the UL label. Check each set for broken sockets, frayed wires and loose

connections. Don't use "indoor" lights outdoors, and never use candles on a tree.

Many serious fires have occurred after everyone has gone to bed, so all lights

should be turned off whenever you go to bed, or leave the house.

Precautions should also be taken with fireplace fires and other open flames,

especially when gift unwrapping is taking place nearby. Gift wrappings are very

flammable and can quickly burst into flame when ignited.
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ATT: Ext. Home Economists

Immediate release

BEWARE DRY EVERGREENS
IN HOLIDAY DECORATIONS

Evergreen boug s are an important part of most holiday decorating schemes.

centerpieces or holiday arrangements featuring candles

Boughs are saf st when used in bouquets where the cut ends can be immersed

them from nearby can les, cautions Deborah L. Brown, extension horticulturist

in water.

Keep them from beco ng fire hazards by supplying them with water and removing

at the University of

and evergreens bough, don't light the candles. Similarly, keep boughs away

from fireplaces, Ms. Brown warns.

To make boughs more fire retardant, soak them for an hour in a mixture of

1 gallon of hot wate , 3 oz. sodium borate and 3 oz. boric acid. Allow the boughs

to dry before decora ing with them, she says.

II II II II
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REQUESTED BAN ON
NITRITES COULD
JOLT HOG INDUSTRY

Immediate release

A number of consumer groups led by the Community Nutrition Institute recently

demanded that the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) issue a total ban on the

use of nitrates and nitrites in meat processing.

These products have been used for years--especial1y in the processing of bacon

and ham. The major reason for their use is to prevent botulism, a deadly organism

that can develop on food products under certain conditions. These products also

produce the distinctive cured flavor of ham and bacon.

Assistant Secretary of Agriculture Carol Foreman had already asked the pork

industry to demonstrate that nitrates and nitrites were safe curing products.

She has given the industry until 11arch 15 to prove that these products can be

used in such a way as to completely eliminate any potential cancer risk.

Paul R. Hasbargen, University of 11innesota professor of Agricultural Economics,

suggests that there is already some evidence that these announcements have caused

a drop in the bid price for pork bellies--the part of the hog from which bacon is

produced. "If pork processors are prohibited from using these products there

could be a sharp jolt to the total hog industry as it looks for alternative ways

of processing two very popular products--bacon and ham. However, spokesmen for

the American Meat Institute are hopeful that they can come up with convincing

evidence that nitrates/nitrites can be used in conjunction with other products in

such a way as to insure complete safety," Hasbargen says.

If If It If
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IN BRIEF...
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Smoke Detector. Make sure that the smoke detector in your home is working

and that your family knows how to get out if you have a fire. "If you don't

have a smoke detector, it should be at the top of your Christmas gift list,"

says Robert Aherin, extension safety specialist at the University of Minnesota.

* * * *
Texas Feedlots. There's still time to register for the Texas feedlot study

tour, scheduled for Jan. 17-20. The tour is designed to inform Minnesota cattle

feeders about the nature of the competition they're facing from commercial feedlots

in the southwest. The tax deductible fee is $250, which includes airfare, bus

transportation to and from feedlots, hotel, three noon lunches and an evening

banquet. The fee is based on a registration of 100 people. A slight increase

may be necessary if 100 don't register. For more information contact county

extension offices or the Office of Special Programs, University of Minnesota,

St. Paul 55108. Phone 612-373-0725. The tour is open to everyone regardless
of race, creed, color, sex, handicap or national origin.

)~*1,*

Wood Seminar. A wood heating seminar is scheduled for the Radisson

Downtown Hotel in Minneapolis Jan. 10, 1978. Participants will learn

differences between various wood burning devices, safety practices and the

principles and economics of heating with wood. Cost is $16 if you register

by Jan. 4 and $20 thereafter. For more information contact the Office of

Special Programs, University of Minnesota, St. Paul 55108. Phone 612-373-0725.

The program is available to everyone re dl fgar ess 0 race, creed, color, sex,

handicap or national origin.

II II II II
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TO: Extension Home Economists:
This news release already has gone out
to papers with circulatiqns over 25,000
from the news service of ithe Federation
of American Societies for Experimental
Biology. Use it only for smaller
circulation papers in yOUT county.
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VITAMIN E:
DOES IT REALLY
KEEP YOU YOUNG?

dramatic increase in age pigments. The scientists

esota scientists, headed by A. Saari Csallany, published the

ts have been referred to as age pigments since scientists

rch on vitamin E in the October, 1977 issue of the Journal

Lipofuscin

If you're takin vitamin E pills in the hopes of staying young, you may be

in for a disappointm

even more influential for overall lipofuscin pigment accumulation, particularly

Scientists at t e University of Minnesota, Department of Food Science

commented that, "It pears that although dietary vitamin E has some influence

in old age."

is given, there

of Nutrition.

on the lipofuscin pi ent concentration in the liver, other unknown factors are

and Nutrition, that some dietary vitamin E treatment can reduce the

results of their

concentrations ofuscin pigments, commonly known as "age pigments," in only the

livers of laboratory But by 18 months of age, no matter how much vitamin E

learned that their co centration in cells increases with age. The age pigments are

thought to be the end products of a chemical reaction which oxidizes lipids (fats).

Vitamin E, a biologic 1 anti-oxidant, interrupts the chain of events in such

chemical rea~tions. ome scientists think that vitamin E may slow down or inhibit

the reactions which u timately produce age pigments. These scientists have

speculated, therefore that vitamin E may slow down cellular aging. Not all

investigators agree w th this idea, pointing out that vitamin E does not

influence age pigment concentrations in all tissue types.

-more-
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The researcher found that both vitamin E and the synthetic antioxidant

lowered age pigment concentrations only in the liver. The other tissues

sampled did to be affected by vitamin E supplementation. Finally,

the d out that since the synthetic antioxidant also decreased

age pigment concentr tions in the liver, the activity of vitamin E must be

related to its anti- xidant nature.

According to Dr Csallany and colleagues K. Lund Ayaz and Le-Chu Su, their

experiments indicate that, "of the tissues measured, only the liver lipofuscin

pigment concentratio s responded to dietary vitamin E treatment." Even this

effect, Dr. Csallany concluded, is eventually overshadowed by other, more

potent factors in 01 age.

# # # #
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4-H'ERS 'THINK METRIC'
IN THE KITCHEN

4-H NEWS

Immediate release
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Changing to metric measurements is like learning a whole new language.

To make it easier for young cooks to "think metric," the new 4-H food-nutrition

project members' manual, "Quick Meals," contains several recipes that give both

customary U.S. measures and their metric equivalents.

The manual, with accompanying leader's guide, is designed for use by

l2-to-14-year-olds in the national 4-H food-nutrition program conducted by the

Agricultural Extension Service and supported by General Foods Corporation.

Instead of teaspoons, tablespoons and cups, 4-H cooks can measure both dry

and liquid ingredients in milliliters and liters. Some ingredients such as

meats, cans and packages are given in gram weights. Temperatures are given in

degrees Celsius and pan sizes in centimeters.

The "Quick Meals" unit helps young teens acquire cooking skills as they

learn to prepare meals that are varied, interesting and easy. At the same time,

4-H'ers learn about nutrition, meal planning, food selection, serving and

courtesy, and scientific reasons for cooking do's and don'ts. Projects and

activities in the 4-H food-nutrition program are geared to boys and girls 9-19.

General Foods offers recognition to program members at all levels of

participation: six $1,000 scholarships nationally, an expense-paid trip to the

56th National 4-H Congress Nov. 27-Dec. 1 in Chicago for one 4-H'er per state,

and four medals of honor in each county.

Winners are chosen by the Agricultural Extension Service and awards are

arranged by National 4-H Council. More information is available from county

extension agents.

II fI II tI
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WINTER GIVES HOUSEPLANTS
THE DOUBLE WHAMMY
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ATT: Extension Home EconolIlists

Immediate release

"Tis the to be jolly unless you're a houseplant. For most of them,

winter ~s the time 0 barely hold their own until spring arrives once again,

according to L. Brown, extension horticulturist at the University of

Minnesota.

Most houseplan woes can be traced to limited light and low indoor humidity.

The lowered light c uses many plants to become less active from about October

through M~d-March.

Ms. Brown says houseplant fanciers need to think first about supplying their

plants with as much light ~s they can. Plants that may hav~ flourished in a

north window all s er should go in a sunnier spot with the reduced daylight

hours of winter. B cause most plants are less active in the winter, they need

less water and litt e or no fertilizer.

Too much water c~n cause roots to rot, thus limiting the plant's ability to

absorb soil moistur. "This sometimes becomes a vicious circle," Ms. Brown says.

"The damaged rQots an lead to dry, brittle leaves or wilting that many people

misinterpret gn of ~oo little water. They respond by watering even more

heavily, compoundin the problem."

Low humidity c uses problems too. Room humidifiers help, as does grouping

plants together. other solution is to grow the plants on a water-filled tray

that contains grave or crushed rock. Be sure the pots themselves are not sitting

in water.

- more -



add l--winter gi es houseplants the double whammy

Plants do w 11 at energy-saving indoor temperatures of 650 to 700 F. during

the day and abou o10 cooler at night. Ms. Brown warns, however, that plants

placed near wind ws may get chilled at night so pulling the shades or

drapes is a good idea. Keep plants out of cold or hot air blasts and away

from hot air reg sters, radiators and doors.

If you deci e to supplement window light with fluorescent light during the

winter, Ms. Bro

fixtures.

plant lights

needed light

GA

sugg~sts putting "cool white" rated bulbs into your light

that partially-painted incandescent bulbs promoted as

to burn the plants if placed close enough to give the

II II II Ii
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ATT: Extension Home Economists

Immediate release

PUT USED CHRISTMAS
TREE TO WORK

Rather than pi ching your Christmas tree when the holidays are over, put

or balsams from Christmas tree lots, or those that

eens. This will prevent the brown patches that sometimes

eking these trees into the snow on the south and southwestShe suggests

Minnesota, says lef

it to work. Debora L. Brown, extension horticulturist at the University of

graced your home wi 1 provide protection for sun sensitive evergreens such as yews

sides of

and arborvitae.

result from sun and lare off the snow.

Cut pines and b lsams deteriorate slowly in the cold weather and they

provide more attract ve protection than the pieces of burlap sometimes recommended

for evergreens. spring comes, the trees can be discarded.

She also remind homeowners that heavy snows can weight down and break

evergreen branches. After a snow, she recommends carefully brushing down

accumulated snow fro branches to prevent breaking from the weight.

After an ice st rm, however, leave the branches alone. Trying to dislodge

ice from brittle bra ches will result in more breakage than if you leave them

alone, Ms. Brown say •

CA If If If /I
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IN BRIEF...

Immediate release
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Economic Future Good. Minnesota's prospects for growth look very good

whether we compare it with the nation or its neighbor states. "Projected

growth rates in earnings from all sources are higher for Minnesota than for the

U.S. as a whole. They're also higher in Minnesota than for any other state in

the Midwest," says John HeImberger, agricultural economist at the University of

Minnesota.

* * * *
State's Economy. Minnesota's economy has not been lagging, says University

of Minnesota agricultural economist John HeImberger. Minnesota's growth rate has

been faster than the national average, whether growth is measured by total personal

income, per capita personal income, income from manufacturing, employment in

manufacturing, non-farm income or farm income. Minnesota's growth compares

favorably with neighboring states.

* * * *
Per Capita Income. Per capita income has been lower in Minnesota than for

the United States. Chief reason is that Minnesota has a large farm population

and farm income has historically lagged behind non-farm income, making for the

lower average. However, per capita income in Minnesota has grown faster than the

U.S. as a whole.

- more -



add l--in brief

Minnesota Taxes. There's no statistical evidence that Minnesota's high

taxes account for a significant difference in economic growth rates. "People

and businesses like good public services but not the taxes to support them.

So they gripe, but there's no evidence that the location of business in various

states is appreciably affected by the difference or the griping," says University

of Minnesota agricultural economist John HeImberger.

Minnesota's state and local taxes are a higher percentage of total personal

income than for the nation as a whole. The state also relies more heavily on

income taxes, personal and corporate, than do most states. Principal expenditures

by state and local governments throughout the nation are for education, welfare

and highways. Minnesota's expenditures are higher in all three categories.

* * * *
State Expenditures. Minnesota spends more money for education, welfare and

highways than do most states. Educational expenditures have been high in the

state since we have had proportionately more children than the national average.

We also have a better than average educational system, says John HeImberger,

agricultural economist at the University of Minnesota. Welfare expenditures have

been high in Minnesota since we have had proportionately more aged as well as

children. These two categories account for most of the welfare.

Highway expenditures have been higher because we have weather that makes

both road construction and maintenance more expensive.

CA, IA 1/ II 1/ 1/
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SWINE DAY PROGRAMS
SET FOR JANUARY

Immediate release

Swine day programs are scheduled for four Minnesota locations in January.

The meeting for this area is set for at-------- -----------
(date) (location)

Registration begins at 9:30 a.m. and the meeting will conclude about

3:15 p.m.

Morning topics include crossbreeding programs plus nutrition-management

research by University of Minnesota specialists on these topics: wheat levels,

high lysine oats, fat supplementation of G-F diets, fat levels for early weaned

pigs and protein levels for maximum performance.

Residue problems will be discussed during the afternoon program. Thomas

E. Lucas, a veterinarian with the American Cyanamid Company, will discuss future

use of antibiotics and possibility of residues. John Phillips, from Harmel & Co.,

Austin, will present a packer's viewpoint, and John Goihl, Agri-Nutrition Services,

Inc., Shakopee, will present a producpr's viewpoint.

The meeting is open to everyone regardless of race, creed, color, sex,

handicap or national origin.

CA, IA

Dates and Locations:

II II 1/ II

Jan. 9, Rushford (Bertwood Golfview Supper Club)

Jan. 10, Waseca (Southern Experiment Station)

Jan. 11, Lakefield (Lakefield High School)

Jan. 12, Morris, (West Central Experiment Station)

CA,IA
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RETAIL DEALERS
MEETING SET

Immediate release
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A retail dealers' meeting is scheduled for Jan. at __
(date) (location)

beginning at 3:30 p.m.

The session is designed for area agricultural retail dealers. University

of Minnesota extension specialists will present the latest recommendations on

crop varieties, herbicides, plant disease and insect problems and their

controls, and fertilizer materials.

The meeting is open to any retail dealer regardless of race, creed, color,

sex, handicap or national origin.

CA If If II If

Dates and locations:
Jan. 3, Slayton, Club Royal
Jan. 3, Willmar, Freda's Bord
Jan. 4, Ormsby, Townhouse.
Jan. 4, Montevideo, Hunt Hotel
Jan. 5, New Ulm, Fireside Inn
Jan. 5, Elbow Lake, Home 20 Cafe
Jan. 10, Rochester, Holiday Inn South
Jan. 10, Moorhead, Holiday Inn
Jan. 11, Owatonna, Holiday Inn
Jan. 11, Thief River Falls, Best Western Motel
Jan. 12, Mankato, Happy Chef North
Jan. 12, Park Rapids, Courthouse
Jan. 16, Litchfield, Farmer's Daughter
Jan. 17, Cambridge, Chalet (9 miles north of Cambridge)
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SPECIAL SHORT COURSE SCHEDULE (January - June 1978)

I
V

The University of Minnesota
including the Agricultural
Extension Service, is an equal
opportunity educator & employer.

January 10

January 10

Jan 10-12; Jan.
18-20; Jan. 31
Feb. 2; Feb. 7-9;
Feb. 21-23, Feb.
28-Mar. 2; Mar.
21-23; Mar. 28
30; April 4-6

January 17-20

January 16-19

January 19,31
February 1

January 25

January 31,
February 7,14

Janaury 31

Swine Day, Southern Experiment Station, Waseca.+

Heating With Wood, Downtown Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis. Principles)
facts, and economics of using various wood burning devices for
manufacturers, distributors, salespersons, builders, consumers
and others.*EA

Home Sewage Treatment Workshops, Jan. 10-12, St. Cloud; Jan. 18
20, Brooklyn Park; Jan. 31-Feb. 2, Rochester; Feb. 7-9, Arden
Hills; Feb. 21-23, Brainerd; Feb. 28-Mar. 2, Mankato; Mar. 21-23
Bloomington; Mar. 28-30, Fergus Falls; Apr. 4-6, Grand Rapids.
For county sanitarians, zoning officers, contractors, county
planners, public health inspectors and building inspectors.*GW

Texas Feedlot Tour to Amarillo, Texas. The tour will provide a
four-day study tour to inform Minnesota cattle feeders and other
corn belt beef industry people about the nature of the competition
from commercial feedlots in the Southwest.*GW

Better Process Control, Radisson Downtown Hotel, Minneapolis.
Provides Lraining, examination and certification for employees
of canning factories.*GW

BranchStation Field Days, Jan. 19, Morris; Jan. 31, Waseca;
Feb. 1, Lamberton.+

Beef Cow-Calf Day, NW Exp. Station, Crookston.+

Managing your Dairy Future, Holiday Inn South, Rochester, Minnesota.
Provide a 3-day workshop for the professional dairyman considering
expansion replacing obsolete and inefficient facilities or improv
ing his profit potential by the wise use of his land, labor, capital,
and management resources.*GW

Winter Crops Day, Southern Exp. Station, Waseca.+
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*For further information
CN--Curtis Norenberg
RM--Richard Meronuck
GW--Gerald Wagner
EA--Eugene Anderson
CC--Chere Coggins

call Office of Special Programs
612-373-0725

"
"
"
"



Page 2 - Special Short Course Schedule

January 31,
February 1,2,
6,7,8,9,13,14,
15,16,20,21,22,
23,27,28
March 1,2,6,7,
8,9,13,14,16,
20,21,23,27

February 6-17

February 7, 15-16

February 11

February 14, 21

February 15

February 16,23
March 2,9,16,
23,28,
April, 3,10,
17,24

February 17-26

February 20,21,
27,28
March 6,7,13,
14,20,21

1978 Consumer Housing Building your New Home, Jan. 31,
Feb. 7,14,21,28, Mar.7, Edina; Feb. 1,8,15,22, Mar.l,8,
Brooklyn Park; Feb. 2,9,16,23, Mar. 2,9, St. Cloud; Feb.
6,13,20,27, Mar. 6,13, Shakopee; Feb. 9,16,23, Mar. 2,9,16,
Eagan; Feb. 13,27, Mar. 6,13,20,27, White Bear Lake; Feb.
14,21,28, Mar. 7,14,21, Anoka; Feb. 16,23, Mar. 2,9,16,23,
Elk River. To provide consumers anticipating building or
buying a house with information that contributes to rational
decision-making. Emphasis is on single - family detached
units, especially new construction.*CC

Lumbermen's Short Course, Kaufert Laboratory of Forest Products,
St. Paul Campus. To bring retail lumber personnel up-to-date
on new ideas and techniques; acquaint industry with the
University's teaching, research and facilities; and train person
nel in the building supply field. For lumber and building material
industry personnel and people working with the lumber industry
in support activities.*EA

Garden Store Operators, Feb. 7, Casa de Roma, Duluth, 610 E 4th
St., Duluth; Feb. 15-16, Sheraton Inn--Northwest Brooklyn
Park. Updated horticultural information and current business
trends and problems. For nurserymen, florists and store operators.*RM

Green Holiday, Sheraton Inn NW, Brooklyn Park Focus on house
plants, care, selection, new types and 10cation.*RM

Quality Assurance Workshops, Food Service Sanitation, Feb. 14, 21,
St. Paul; Feb. , Albert Lea; Feb. , Alexandria. For persons
in the food service industry and state sanitarians. The purpose
is to achieve quality assurance by preparing a sanitation plan
for the food service establishment. *CC (Exact dates to be announced.)

Maple Syrup Short Course, Peters Hall, St. Paul Campus. Program
is for people interested in learning about the art and science
of working the sugar bush.*EA

1978 Consumer Housing Short Course--A Place to Live: Building,
Buying or Remodeling Your Home, Feb. 16, 23, Mar. 2, 9, 16, Grand
Rapids; Feb. 23, Mar. 2, 9, 16, 23, Fairmont; (dates to be
announced), Marshall; Mar. 28, Apr. 3, 10, 17, 24, Ortonville.
Designed to help consumers desiring a housing change understand
the basic advantages, processes and obligations sufficiently to
decide whether to build a new home, buy an exiai~ home or remodel
a home. *CC

Red River Valley Winter Shows, NW Exp. Station, Crookston.+

1978 Consumer Housing Short Course--A Place to Live: Buying an
Older Home, Feb. 20, 27, March 6, 13, 20, Minneapolis; Feb. 21,
28, March 7, 14, 21, St. Paul. Designed to help consumers plan
ning to buy an older home both understand the basic process,
dec~sions, and implications involved with buying an older home
and improve their ability to evaluate basic advantages and
disadvantages of older homes.*CC
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February 21

February 28 
March 1

February 28

February 28,
March 1,2,3,
6,7,14,15,16,
17,21,22,28,
29,30, 31

February 28,
March 6,7,9,
13,14,16,20,
21,23,27,28,
30,

\Apri1 4

March 1,3,7,
15,17,22,29,
31

March 7-8

March 8,9,15,
16

March 9

Shade Tree Short Course, Radisson Downtown Hotel, Minneapolis.
Demonstrations and information on shade tree maintenance
techniques. For arborists, nurserymen, park administrators,
landscape maintenance superintendents and all individuals con
cerned with shade tree preservation.*RM

Mosquito Control Pesticide Workshop, (Location to be announced).
For commercial and non-commercial mosquito control workers.*EA

Beef Cow-Calf Health Clinic, Edgewood Bluff, Lake Benton, MN.
For cattlemen, veterinarians, veterinary technicians.+

Commercial Applicators Pesticide Workshops, Feb. 28-March 1,
Rochester; March 2-3, Mankato; March 6-7, St. Paul; March 14-15,
Marshall; March 16-17, Morris; March 21-22, St. Cloud; March 28-29,
Grand Rapids; March 30-31, Crookston. For pesticide dealers, custom
applicators, educators and regulatory personnel. To provide in
formation on plant and animal pest problems and pesticides and will
enable applicators to qualify for or renew their licenses.*EA

1978 Consumer Housing Short Course--A Place to Live: Remodeling
your Older Home, Feb. 28, March 7, 14, 21, Minneapolis; March 2,
9, 16, 30, South St. Paul; March 6, 13, 20, 27, Faribault;
March 7, 14, 21, 28, Stillwater; March 9, 16, 23, 30, St. Paul;
March 13, 20, 27, April 4, Duluth. Designed to help consumers
desiring to remodel an older home understand the basic remodel
ing processes, assess basic deficiencies in their dwelling,
identify desired improvements and begin to put these plans
into action.*CC

Municipal Tree Inspectors Workshop (replaces Dutch Elm Disease
and Oak Wilt Tree Inspector Short Course), March 1, Rochester;
March 3, Mankato; March 7, St. Paul; March 15, Marshall; March
17, Morris; March 22, St. Cloud; March 29, Grand Rapids; March
31, Crookston. Training and testing opportunities will be pro
vided so participants can become certified as a Minnesota Tree
Inspector.*EA

Alfalfa Institute National Symposium, Radisson South Hotel,
Bloomington. A national symposium on the production and utiliza
tion of alfalfa. Research results and producer expertise will
be presented.*RM

Fair Management Short Course, March 8, Elks Club, Owatonna;
March 9, Donovan's Center, Redwood Falls; March 15, Holiday Inn,
Detroit Lakes; March 16, Tobie's Restaurant, Hinckley. For fair
board members, fair officers, superintendents and supervisors
who have management responsibilities for county, district and
state fairs.*CN

Marine Operators Conference, Marriott Inn, Bloomington. The
course is for the marine industry of Minnesota. The purpose is
to bring together the marine operators of the state to talk
about federal and state regulations and the business outlook.*RM
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March 8-9

March 9-10

March 14

March 17-18

March 19-20

March 20-22

March 20, 21
22, 28, 29

March 20,21,22
23,29,30,31
April 4,5,6,7

March 21

March 22

March 28

April I

Pest Control Operators Conference, Sheraton Inn Northwest, Brooklyn
Park, Minnesota. Current information on identification, preven
tion and safe control of structural pests.*EA

Minnesota Commercial Aerial Applicators Workshop, Arrowwood
Lodge, Alexandria. Designed for aerial pesticide dealers. To
provide information on plant and animal pest problems and
pesticides accreditation for retention of the pesticide applica
tor's license.*RM

Dairy Day, Southern Exp. Station, Waseca.+

Beekeepers Short Course, Hodson Hall, St. Paul Campus. For hobby
beekeepers and all others interested in beekeeping.*EA

Commercial Small Fruit Growers, Holiday Inn, Roseville. For
commercial small fruit growers.*RM

Liquefied Petroleum Gas, St. Paul Campus. A concentrated study
program on the latest technical service, and commercial develop
ments in liquefied petroleum gas equipment and appliances. For
servicemen and technicians in the Minnesota gas industry.*CN

Forest Owners and Users Conference, March 20, St. Paul, March 21
Duluth; March 22, Grand Rapids; March 28, Bemidji; March 29,
Rochester.*EA

Township Officers Short Course, March 20, U of M Technical College,
Waseca; March 21, Holiday Inn South, Rochester; March 22, Orchid Inn
Sleepy Eye; March 23, Southwest State Univ., Marshall; March 29,
Moose Lodge, Brainerd; March 30, St. Johns Univ., Collegeville;
March 31, Community College, Willmar; April 4, Holiday Inn, Fergus
Falls; April 5, AVTI, Detroit Lakes; April 6, Auditorium, Thief
River Falls; April 7, Rainbow Inn, Grand Rapids. To help officers
understand their roles and responsibilities and provide them with
technical knowledge and updated reference materials for the town
ship officers handbook.*GW

Minnesota Livestock Industry Day and Annual Meeting, Minnesota
Livestock Breeder's Association, U of M Technical College, Waseca.
Latest trends and issues in the livestock industry and their im
plications for the Minnesota Livestock Breeders.*CN

Combined Turf and Athletic Turf Short Course, Sheraton Inn North
west, Brooklyn Park, Minnesota. For personnel reponsible for the
upkeep of athletic fields. The course will cover sod management,
fertilizer rates and recommended analysis, disease control,
implications of the energy shortage on the turf industry, efficient
fertilizer use, grass seed availability, minimum maintenance and
quality turf.*RM

Dairy Day, NW Exp. Station, crookston. +

Meats Up-Dating, Meat Science Lab, St. Paul Campus. For foods
educators who desire to stay current on latest topics concerning
meat.*GW
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April 4

April 7

April 8

April 8

April 13

April 15

April 23-26

April 25

fuy3

May 19-21

Land Use Workshop, Anoka County Activity Center. To enable
secondary school teachers to develop land use planning materials
for use in their classes.*EA

Food Day, 1978, McGuires Inn, St. Paul. For home economists,
home economics educators and consumers interested in current
topics and controversies related to food science and nutrition.*CC

Annual Spring Clinic for Horsemen, Animal Science--Veterinary
Medicine Building, University of Minnesota, St. Paul. Educational
programs on subjects of current interest to horsemen. For horsemen,
owners, breeders, saddle club members, 4-H project members,
stable owners and managers, and others.*GW

Roadsides as a Natural Resource, Classroom Office Building, St.
Paul Campus. To develop a roadside management plan which will
best serve the public interest.*EA

Annual College of Home Economics Conference--"Rethinking
Quality of Life", McNeal Hall, St. Paul Campus. To facilitate
dialogue among business leaders, public policy makers, community
agency representatives and University faculty on the questions
and issues implied by a changing resource base.*CC

Upper Midwest Trout Symposium, Classroom Office Building, St. Paul
Campus. A forum for concerned trout anglers and resource
managers.*EA

Minnesota FFA Convention and Leadership Conference, St. Paul Campus.
To promote a learning experience for vocational agriculture
students and FFA members.*CN

Nature Photography Workshop, Wildflower Photography, Peters Hall,
St. Paul Campus. For amateur photographers and naturalists
interested in recording the natural world with a camera.*EA

Minnesota Agriculture, Dakota County. A workshop to enable
secondary school teachers to become acquainted with modern
agricultural production.*EA

Minnesota State Fire School, St. Paul Campus. For volunteer and
paid fire department personnel, city officials and interested
government and industry personnel who deal in fire safety,
prevention, control and rescue and first aid work.*EA


